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Introduction
1
Overview of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Possession is a condition that continues to be a fact of life in most South Asian con-
texts. The realities of physical and mental illnesses were fertile ground for texts with prac-
tical remedies in mind. There is a class of texts, known as Bh%tatantras, that is solely con-
cernedwith curing possession and related illnesses. An allied genre, whose texts are known
as G!ru$ika,1 is concerned with the classi&cation of snakes, treatment of snakebite, and ill-
nesses caused by other venomous creatures. The Kriy!k!lagu"ottara2 is an early $aiva text
that combines the twogenres. It is, in fact, the locus classicusof the Bh'tatantra andG"ru!ika
genres. The text survives in a half-dozenNepalesemanuscripts and one partial manuscript
held in Jammu.3 Its thirty-&ve chapters deal with everything from thewarding o* of snakes
and scorpions to various techniques of combatting childhood and adult possession. In
many ways, it is a cross between a religious and folk-medical text.
The text was known to K+emar"ja in Kashmir in the eleventh century,4 and is likely
somewhat older than this. Up until now, no editions of the text have been published, aside
1Cf. Sanderson 2001: 4, fn. 4
2The meaning of the title Kriy!k!lagu"ottara is not yet entirely clear to me. Kriy!k!la is a lesser known
Ayurvedic term. It literally means “time of action” and refers speci&cally to the time when treatment is be-
gun (Singh 1969: 451–3). The literalmeaning of thewhole title would be: “Higher Qualities in the Time of Action.”
More research into the use of the term in Ayurvedic texts is needed. It may refer more speci&cally to the time
of counteracting poison, which would be &tting given the concerns of our text.
In the Kubjik!matatantra, both Goudriaan and Schoterman’s edition and the more recent (partial-) edi-
tion by Heilijgers-Seelen read s! kriy!k!lagu"ottar!...dev& at verse 16.42. The possibility that there is a god-
dess by this name is fascinating. Heilijgers-seelen translates it as a bahuvr&hi rather than a proper name:
“the kriy!-[#akti], superior to the qualities of time...” (Heilijgers-Seelen 1994: 265). They list as a variant
kriy!k!lagu"ottare, attested in three manuscripts including D, the oldest of the group. Unfortunately neither
scholar o*ers philological notes explaining their rationale in choosing between readings. The Heilijgers-
Seelen edition is apparently based on Goudriaan and Schoterman’s. Sanderson points out the many
problemswith this editio princeps in his 2002 review. I have not done enoughwork with either the Kubjik!mata
or the rest of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara to suggest if the reading kriy!k!lagu"ottare is superior, but initially it seems
more likely. On the other hand, at Kubjik!mata 11.87, we have kriy!k!lagu"ottaram, apparently as the name of a
male deity or an adjective modifying him. More research is needed.
3I recently discovered a reference to a sixteen folio partial manuscript held at the Bibliothèque Nationale in
Paris. I have ordered a reproduction of it.
4Cf. Sanderson 2001: 14, fn. 13. Sanderson notes that K+emar"ja quotes from the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara in
his commentary to Netratantra verses 19.62c–64b, 69, 172–178b, 179a, 179c–180b, 180cd, and 182. There is also
a lengthy quote from the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara in the commentary to Netratantra 19.81ab (Sh"str# 1939: 157–8). I
have collated some of these testimoniawith the Nepalese readings, but this is too preliminary to include here.
I can say that the verses (as edited by Sh"str#) seem to be split in their agreement, sometimes re,ecting the
readings of β, and sometimes those of γ.
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from a few isolated verses cited in the works of Sanderson5 and Törzsök,6 and the brief
transcriptions in twomanuscript catalogues.7
The genre as a whole has hardly caught the notice of scholars despite its importance
for understanding the religious beliefs and practices as well as the medical knowledge of
early South Asian peoples. Perhaps the earliest reference to it is in Chandogya Upani'ad 7,1.2.
The context is the sage N"rada describing his scholarly quali&cations. He lists the genres he
has studied including the four books of the Veda, histories, mathematics, and notably for
us, the “science of spirits” (!"#$%&') and “science of serpent beings” (()*+%,-$%&').8 Thus here
we have evidence that the genre may be at least 2,500 years old. Clearly it was important
enough at that time to be included in N"rada’s brief list, and I suggest that it has contin-
ually played a fundamental role in folk and, to some extent, popular Hindu religion.9 A
cursory survey of large manuscript catalogs such as that of the Nepal-GermanManuscript
Preservation Project (ngmpp), reveals literally hundreds of texts concerned with spirit pos-
session, snakes, and poisons. We currently have only a handful of non-critical editions of
texts which may come under the genre Bh'tatantra, and none, to my knowledge, for the
G"ru!atantras. Such important texts deserve critical editions, and the genres as a whole
deserve a survey, which I intend to carry out as part of the larger Ph.D. project.10
The Kriy!k!lagu"ottara is quite possibly the earliest surviving text which is solely de-
voted to Bhautika and G"ru!a interests. The Netratantra, recently dated to the 8th century
by Alexis Sanderson,11 has as its nineteenth chapter a self-contained Bh'tatantra directed
5Sanderson 2007: 288, fn. 181
6Törzsök in Padoux 2000 vol. II. For complete list of Törzsök’s references, see my section on Refer-
ences to the Palm leaf under the Manuscripts section.
7Cf. !"stri 1915: 85–6 (inGrünendahl 1989) and R"sh$riya-Pustak"laya (Vol. IV ) 1967: 66–68
8Olivelle, 1998: 258–9, 563.
9By “folk Hinduism” I mean the religion as practiced on the village level. By “popular Hinduism” I refer to
themainstreamHindu traditions found inmore urban areas andmost proli&cally disseminated through texts
and in modern times, the media. We could easily problematise the term “Hinduism” itself, but that is beyond
the scope of what I am doing here.
10The cause of this popular neglect is the subject for another paper, however onemight argue, and recently
Frederick Smith has done so, that possession forms one of the most important cornerstones of Hindu reli-
gion. Smith goes on to argue that the place of possessionwithin Hinduism has been continually downplayed
by orthodox transmitters of the literature, including non-Indian scholars in modern times, in order to con-
struct a more sophisticated and orderly Hinduism. Smith’s voluminous book, it may be argued, ful&lls the
need for a survey, howevermost of the important Sanskrit texts on possession, such as the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara,
are unknown to (or at least not cited by) Smith because they have not yet been edited and published.
11Sanderson 2005: 293–4.
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at a royal readership. It is in his 11th century commentary to the text that K+emar"ja cites
passages from theKriy!k!lagu"ottara.12 We have several canonical lists of Bh'tatantras, such
as those found in the (rika")h&ya and Jñ!napañc!#ik!.13 Although these lists donot directly cite
theKriy!k!lagu"ottara, theydocontain titles, suchasKha$gar!va"a andCa"$!sidh!rawhichare
taught in it. We also have a text variously spelled Trotala, Trotalottara, Trotula, To$ala, or Totula,
that falls under the G"ru!a class.
Inorder togive anoverviewofwhat theKriy!k!lagu"ottara as awhole is concernedwith,
we can let its introductory chapter speak for itself. Note that this is a non-critical rendering of
the &rst chapter for introductory purposes. Both the edition and translation are thus highly
tentative.
The Opening Chapter
“./01 234(' +%5 6789:;<;1' (= >
8?1' 82?#5 8'@#;2;#A,B3<!.C;D >> E >>
!! "#$%&' ()#* !!
Bowing his head to the Lord $r%ka#-ha together with Um",14
to that one who is lovely, adorned with the crescent moon,
granting blessings out of his boundless energy,
K"rttikeya said:
$%$%F5 G 6<#5 #@H5 ?IJ K'L1*8'48;D >
$(2M;<2N.C5 (%O P%1IN5 )4GQ4 >> R >>
12Cf. above, note 4
13For both see Sanderson 2001, 14fn, and for a preliminary edition of the former see Hanneder 1998, 237–
268.
14This can be taken three ways: It could mean K"rttikeya is bowing to both $r%ka#-ha and Um"; it could
mean both K"rttikeya and Um" are bowing to $r%ka#-ha, or it could be a general introductory verse wherein
the reader mentally bows. The latter case is slightly problematic without a &nite verb. I prefer to take the
second possibility–that it is K"rttikeya bowing to $r%ka#-ha who is together with Um".
4
I have [already] heard all of the various tantras.15
They give rise to miracles in the world. All grant powers
and liberation, the ones you taught O Supreme Lord.
- 6<#5 S'TU5 V82W# D(&B.P118'48;D >
#;'WX% (<46YZ ;; !N[1 3\4 >> ] >>
O $a(kara, O Best of Gods, I have heard no
G"ruda[tantras] whatsoever, which grant immediate
evidence of their e)cacy. Teach it to me, your devotee.
?^/5 -'S,'#7-_ S!`P)2a;bc#B >
d)8e (%*-'S'-_ f@#4'/_ W ,'#8;D >> g >>
[And tell me] the classi&cation of the classes of serpents,
the birth of their young without omitting any detail,
the appearance of all the snakes, and the classes of intermediate [snake divinities].
h=1^$)3'W'-_ 3'$8-7-_ W ?^/;D >
i'?h='L j kl4'B )7Um@n $-P1$-op*/'B >> q >>
[And tell me] the classi&cation of Seizers, Yak+as, Pi."cas, and $"kin%s,
and those cruel Child-Seizers, which always mercilessly torment.
-'47S!*84' j #< nc_ 8r1 d)8;D >
SI-('-_ #< +s3 %p2L8'-_ #< ?^/;D >> t >>
And tell me the signs of those spirits which impregnate women,
15In this verse I take the singulars in the sense of a system, the collective system of the tantras, and translate
it plurally for e*ect.
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and the classi&cation of Gonasas and scorpions, O Lord of Gods.
K@j u$) $%$%F' vw' 4'(!' 87x?"#1B >
y%4'B 8$#$%F'B .IN' K('z1('z1G% W >> { >>
And the various other evil R"sabha [parasites],
worms, and spiders. And [tell me] howmany
types of fevers are known, and the cure of the incurable.
|'-1IS$k1'C7^';@H'L'W'1*?^/;D >
C72^#'-_ W (;1' $(2M('F-('FJ >> } >>
And tell me the classi&cation of doctrine, yoga, rites, initiation,
mantras, as well as the classi&cation of teachers, and the
post-initiatory obligations of students and those in regard
to advanced students striving for attainment.
S'TU5 !"##@H5 W $(2M'@#5 1~W–;D–a;;D >
#P(%O ;; +s3 K|I u=5 !%#B )<4' >
[%15 %C ;='+% C7-'-';!1\4 >>  >>
Tell the G"ru!a and Bh'tatantras, and what[ever other]
supreme doctrine. Tell all of that to me O Lord of Gods,
I am ignorant before you. Tell me yourself OMah"deva,
O granter of security to the wretched!
!! +,- ()#* !!
The Lord Said:
3p/< %X1'2; #s- #@H('%;<a;;D >
6
+f'1'B 8$r#5 )"%*;@jc_ SI$)#5 ;1' >> E >>
Listen, I will tell you truthfully that supreme essence of the Tantras!
Previously I revealed it to the Goddess, but concealed it from others.
[I said:]
S'TU5 ;@H%'C5 W $(M'@#5 1~W–;D–a;;D >
(%snc< +s23 $(M5 -'@1H 87##;D >> EE >>
In regards to all of these–the G"ru!a[tantra], the system of mantra-sorcery,
and the most excellent scripture–the true teaching has been taught nowhere else.
[The teaching begins]
(%*$(2M.CI +%B (%*|'-.C'18B >
!<2N;<2N.CB (I % !N'-_ 8'4/YQ4B >> ER >>16
The Lord grants all powers and bestows all gnostic insight.
The Lord who is the [Primal] Cause verily grants
enjoyment and liberation to his devotees.
- n- 4$=#5 $82$C=?IJ )4H W >
( W ' ( % $%/<B (STUB )<45C4B >> E] >>
There is nothing without him in this world or the next.
He is Brahma, indeed, he is Vi+#u. He is Garu!a and Indra.
( TB (I; ("1` %' Q4I ur (C'23%B >17
16We have (I instead of (B heremetri causa.
17Note that (I; lacks its visarga due to the metre.
7
%5 (%*S#I +%B (%*f')7 )4'P)4B >> Eg >>
He is Rudra, Soma, indeed S'rya; He is /.vara
and also Sad".iva. Present in everything in this way,
the Lord pervades everything and is transcendent.
15 8';5 z1'1n 1IS7 #P8';?CI !s#D >
#5 |'P%' $(n ;@H7 -'H 8'1*$%W'4/' >> Eq >>
He grants the fruit of whatever desire the Yogi meditates upon.
Knowing him, the Mantra practitioner succeeds, there can be no doubt.
./0 /1'#"#23456%7 89:; <=2; !!
Thus concludes the &rst chapter in the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara.”
The text is concerned with classi&cation and healing. The concordance on the following
page can serve as a table of contents. Note that chapters 21–23 treat pediatric illnesses, and
will be discussed in the next section because of how other texts combined them with the
Kha!gar"va#a teachings.
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Concordance of the Nepalese Manuscripts
*Parentheses indicate that the title is not in manuscripts and is very tentatively supplied by editor.
*Dots (...) indicates that the title was abridged to fit in the chart.
*X indicates that the chapter is not present in the manuscript.
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The Contents of Chapter Nine
Chapters nine through twelve are known as the Kha$gar!va"akalpa, and they treat his
origin,mantras,ma#!alas, andworship inmore detail than any of the other Indian sources.
The other Indian sources treating Kha!gar"va#a will be discussed in more detail, and in-
clude the *#!na#ivagurudevapaddhati,Tantras!rasa+graha,Prapañcas!rasa+graha, (!rad!tilaka,N!ra-
da/N!rad&ya Pur!"a and a few unavailable manuscript fragments.18 Chapter eight begins the
proper Bh'tatantra section of the text, and teaches the classi&cation of beings that possess
people. Weare taught awide rangeof symptomsand the typeofpossessor indictedby those
symptoms, but the chapter does not teachmethods of curing possession.
Which brings us to the openingwords of chapter nine. K"rttikeya asks /.vara for infor-
mation about the speci&c varieties of mantras and vidy!s which are “sovereign over ghosts”
(!"#'2F)'B). /.vara responds by brie,y noting the three kinds of mantras, their origin, and
their use.
At this point, after 9.08, the text switches topics in a rather abrupt way. The previous
line has /.vara telling K"rttikeya to listen to the explanations (.d)'2/) of those mantras, but
the next twenty-&ve verses, up toK"rttikeya’s next speech, is a very speci&c narration about
theoriginof the&ve greatmantras, includingKha!gar"va#a.19 I believe thepassage couldbe
an interpolation–perhaps going back to the composition of the text–because we do not see
anymention of the three types ofmantras (high, low,middle) after the &rst eight verses, nor
is there any mention of the &ve great mantras prior to the story of their origin. K"rttikeya
does not ask for the origin, uses, and prescriptions for worship of the &ve great mantras,
and /.vara answers as if he will be teaching general categories.
Following the story of the &ve great mantras’ origin, and after some general words
about themantras (9.34–36), /.vara declares that hewill teach the suprememantra that sub-
18Cf.Goudriaan 1977: 149. There is also aNepalesemanuscriptunder the titleKha$gar!va"an!mamah!tantra
(ngmpp E 78/28)). It is a single-chapter text of 79 verses teaching the worship, mantras, and yantras of Kha!-
gar"va#a. Although the theme is the same, it is not directly related to the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara’s Kha!gar"va#a
material, nor that of the other Indian sources. I hope to work more closely with this text in the future. Addi-
tionally, I have inspected a manuscript entitled Kha$gar!bhanatantra (ngmpp X 1439/1), but it seems to have no
connectionwith Kha!gar"va#a. Special thanks to Harunaga Isaacson for quickly providingmewith images
of this latter manuscript.
19Kha!gar"va#a is both a mantra deity, and the object of mantras. Out of the innumerable mantras, some
are said to have bodies, and each has a speci&c function (Cf. 9.01–8 and 9.28–30). Kha!gar"va#a is part of a
group of &ve main mantras taught in chapters 9–16 of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara.
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jugates ghosts. Thereupon we get the Principal Mantra of Kha!gar"va#a, which we have
attested in slightly di*erent forms in the other Indian sources. We are told that one must
chant the heart mantra,  !"#)$# [%'=', 100,000 times in order to get the results of driv-
ing o* spirits, etc. When one has mastered the mantra these things can be done without
even chanting it. We are told that when it is vocalized, even the gods become subjugated.
A classic list of “six acts” comes next, empowered by the following division of the Princi-
pal Mantra into limbs. Next we have a very brief Mudr" given, that can be used to scare
o* ghosts. Thereupon the text teaches a brief mantra associated with the ma#!ala, whose
brief description follows. Chapter ten is solely concerned with thema#!alas, which are ex-
plained inmuchmore detail. Chapter nine closeswith a brief admonition on howonemust
honor Kha!gar"va#a.
Introduction to the Cult of Kha!gar"va#a
Now I would like to explore the wider origin and worship of this mantra-deity Kha!-
gar"va#a. He is invoked as the Lord of Ghosts, and hismantra, alone or in conjunctionwith
a ma#!ala and retinue of attendants, is said to have the power to cure possession, grant
magical powers, and even lead to spiritual liberation.
As mentioned before, the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara is not the only text that treats Kha!gar"-
va#a, and I amnot the&rst scholar tonotice this striking&gure. Howeverwith the exception
of a brief entry by Judit Törzsök in the T!ntrik!bhidh!nako#a,20 earlier scholarship does not
seem to know the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara, the earliest known source for Kha!gar"va#a's cult. In-
stead they rely on a number of other texts which I will argue are derived from it.
One can see thatKha!gar"va#awasknown to texts spanninga large geographical area.
Among the Nepalese manuscripts of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara, the earliest is a palm-leaf dated
to 1184 ce. From related colophons of the same time period and locale we know that there
was a healthy textual commerce between Kashmir andNepal. It is likely that this palm-leaf
Kriy!k!lagu"ottarawas copied from a Kashmiri manuscript. In fact the text is quoted by the
20Törzsök in Padoux 2000 vol. II. For complete list of Törzsök’s references, see my section on Refer-
ences to the Palm leaf under the Manuscripts section.
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Figure 0.1: Map
Kashmiri exegete K+e-
mar"jawhosedates are rough-
ly 1000–1050 ce.21 We also
know with a fair degree of
certainty that the *#!na#iva-
gurudevapaddhati dates to ar-
ound the 12thcentury.22 The
other texts are not datable at
this time. Goudriaan has
suggested that the Tantra-
s!rasa+graha is largely a bor-
rowing from the *#!na#ivagu-
rudevapaddhati, but he notes
that this is a very tenuous
conclusion pending further
textual analysis. It seems
that the direction of trans-
mission may be the oppo-
site. Opening chapter 41,
/."na.ivagurudeva feels the
need to explain:
“Kr h=2W$8P('H 2?1n -'$#$%[#p#' >
#H i'?2W$8P('1'B .8'4' iF' [;p#'B >> E >>
n%'CA ;#;'26P1 U4'%/WI$C#;D >
-'4'1/71I$C#5 W ;'S*12;=I~1n >> R >>”(s"str#, G. 1921, vol. II: 288)
“Now, I will set down a medical text concerning possession, but not in a very extended
manner. Many kinds of pediatric texts have come down to us. To begin with we will de-
21Sanderson 1988: 3
22Bühnemann, 2000: 2–3
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pend upon the doctrine taught in the Kha!gar"va#a23 [tradition], and also that taught in
theN!r!ya"&ya. [Therefore] two [such] systems are taught here.”
Goudriaan states that thisN!r!ya"&ya cannot be identi&edwith theTantras!rasa+graha
(1977: 160), however Bühnemann has refuted this and cites a long list of correspondences
pointing to the identity of the Tantras!rasa+graha as theN!r!ya"&ya (2000, vol. 1: 2).
What could be the source of this enigmatic &gure? Is there a connection between the
R"va#aof theR!m!ya"a and this$aivadeityKha!gar"va#a. Theprior is theLordofR"k+asas
and a great devotee of $iva; the latter the Lord of Ghosts and a form of $iva. Onewould not
be alone in supposing a common identity. Goudriaan considered Kha!gar"va#a to be a
$aiva adaptation of the epic R"va#a.24 And indeed every other short passage published on
the topic defers toGoudriaan's 1977 article.25
Most of us think of R"va#a simply as the anti-hero of the R"m"ya#a. He is evil in-
carnate and the gods enjoined Vi+#u to stop him from taking over the universe. But close
readers will note the deep respect he is accorded by most versions of the R"m"ya#a. He is
considered a great ascetic, thoughwith an evil predisposition. Still there is evenmore to his
character than what we get in the R"m"ya#a.
Recently, politicalmovements in South India have portrayedR"va#a as a cultural hero
of the Dravidian people. They see the R!m!ya"a as a racist North Indian narrative that char-
acterizes the people of South India as uncivilizedbarbarians. I recently read an article about
plans to build a temple to R"va#a–the &rst of its kind–in Jodhpur.26 AndZee-TV, the Indian
satellite television channel has begun a serial about R"va#a, apparently to counter the up-
dated R!m!ya"a andMah!bh!rata serials that recently came out. The main point that I want
to get across is that the reception of R"va#a is not as one-dimensional as we are sometimes
expected to believe. Now let's return to the Sanskrit literature.
There is the well known Buddhist text the La,k!vat!ras%tra, which portrays R"va#a as
23Note that there is some ambiguity here. U4'%/WI$C#;Dmaymean “taught byKha!gar"va#a,” or “taught
in [the text called] Kha!gar"va#a,” or it could be takenmore generally as “taught in the Kha!gar"va#a [tradi-
tion].
24Goudriaan 1977: 166
25Cf. Smith 2006: 572, fn. 197; Bühnemann 2001: 275—6
26“Jodhpur” website, see Bibliography for URL.
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the pious lord of La(k" giving awarm reception to the Buddha. Lesswell known is his char-
acter as scholar and transmitter of knowledge. He shows up in various (!str!vatara"as, the
sections of a work which trace the textual transmission. For example in Abhinavagupta's
Tantr"loka (chapter 36, verse 6) (Sh"str# 1938, vol. 12: 381–5), R"va#a is said to have stolen
half of the scripture from heaven, half of which was then stolen by R"ma and given to Vib-
h%+a#a. In his commentary, K+emar"ja notes a similar scenario in the (!str!vatara"a of the
Siddhayoge#var&mata.
R"va#a is attributed with composing dozens of texts, including a commentary on the
-g Veda, $iva's T!"$avastotra, the astrological work R!va"asa+hit! as well as various medical
treatises. The latter was taken up in the 1930's by the French scholar Jean Filliozat. He dis-
cusses a work known as the R!va"akum!ratantra, both written by and withmantras directed
toR"va#a. It teaches the curing of childhoodpossession. Now this is hitting closer to home
in regard to the role of our Kha!gar"va#a.
The Kum!ratantra is part of an extremely large and once popular genre treating child-
hood possession. The names of the texts vary, sometimes B!latantra, B!lagraha#!nti, B!lacik-
its!, Pi#!cagraha#!nti, and so on. Although the titles and details vary, the theme is the same.
Wehave several classicalNewari parallels, such as one called Pi#!c!digrahacikits!. In Sanskrit,
the classical opening to the text goes “.rG $C% ;' %c %' Sp'$# -@C-' -'; ;'#p8' >,” meaning
“On the &rst day, month, or year the M"t0k" named Nandan" seizes [the child].” The text
goes on to list the types of grah&s,malevolent female spirits, and treatments. Most of the pre-
viously mentioned texts that treat Kha!gar"va#a also have a section like this on childhood
possession.
Still I should note that they are not consistently ascribed toR"va#a nor are themantras
always directed to him. In Newari versions I have consulted, the mantra is directed to the
grah& herself. In the *#!na#ivagurudevapaddhati (Chapter 41, up to verse 41) the mantras are
directed to Kha!gar"va#a. Also common are mantras directed to $iva.
Now one might expect the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara to direct its mantras for childhood pos-
session to Kha!gar"va#a, the Bh%tapati. But it does not. The sections treating Kha!gar"-
va#a and the chapters on childhood possession are kept conspicuously separate, both in
terms of locationwithin the text and inmanner of treatment. The B!lagraha chapters of the
Kriy!k!lagu"ottara (Chapters 21–23) mostly prescribe various fumigations for the child and
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food o*erings for the malevolent being.
Finallywe can address the question of the relationship betweenR"va#a andKha!gar"-
va#a. As I mentioned, many scholars have published short paragraphs on Kha!gar"va#a.
Wehave the 1977 article of Goudriaanwhich I alreadydiscussed, and short descriptions in
Meulenbeld (1999: 146), Bühnemann (2000, vol. 2: 275–6), Törzsök (in Padoux 2000:
164), and most recently in Smith (2006: 572, fn. 197). With the exception of Meulenbeld,
they all suggest that Kha!gar"va#a is a $aiva assimilation of the same R"va#a as that found
in the R!m!ya"a.27
Still, my conclusion is that Kha!gar"va#a originally had nothing to do with epic R"-
va#a. In the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara, arguably the earliest and most sophisticated source for the
cult, there are only two reasons to suppose a link with epic R"va#a, and neither are very
strong. The &rst of course is the name, and the second is the fact that he is the Lord of
Ghosts. But the fact that Kha!gar"va#a is called Bh'tapati is nothing on which to base a
conclusion. This is a common epithet of Rudra-$iva in the Epics, Pur"#as, and throughout
the Tantras. Kha!gar"va#a's visualizations in the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara represent the standard
iconography of $iva, not the ten-headed r!k'asa of the R"m"ya#a.28
So we are left with a name. Let us consider what the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara teaches about
the origin of Kha!gar"va#a and his name:
“kIFY kIFYQ4I ,'#I 4's % U4'%/B>
S,n uoI4;@H[#< F<#S'HY y%Q4B>> .R} >>”
“Krodhe.vara was born in my anger; Kha!gar"va#a verily in my roar.
The Aghora Mantra was born in my bellowing, and Jvare.vara in my shaking limbs.”
Kha!gar"va#a is amantra-deity created by $iva in order to defeat a powerful demon.29
27My original impetus to study this &gure was to combinemy interests in the Epic and $aiva literatures.
28Sally Goldman notes that R"va#a has ten heads only when he is engaged in battle, and has one head at
other times (Goldman andGoldman 1996: 372, note to 5.8,13,19).
29Note that Törzsök is not quite accurate in saying that Kha!gar"va#a was created to frighten a D"nava
(Padoux 2000 vol. II: 164). Rather, he and the other mantras were a by-product of $iva’s attempt to kill him
in battle.
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He is R"va#a because he arose from $iva's r!va, his roar.30 The text does not directly explain
the kha$ga part of his name, but perhaps it is to distinguish him from the epic R"va#a.31 In
this regard, consider the case of theMah!bh!rata’s Para.ur"ma (J"madagnya); so named to
distinguish him from R"maD".arathi. Or for that matter consider the name Balar"ma.
SomadevaVasudevahas suggested further research into theearly culture’s ideas about
swords in order to better understand the name. He pointed to chapter 50 of theB.hatsa+hit!
(Bhat 1981: 426—31), a text he says was recently dated to the 5th century. This peculiar
chapter called U?^/ is focused on describing the techniques an astrologer can use to de-
termine the location and signi&cance of dents (/) in the sword of a client. Of interest to
us is that the chapter has several hints which suggest a belief in sword-divinities. The &fth
verse interprets the portent of actions such as the sword making sound, refusing to come
out of its sheath, coming out on its own, or glowing.32 Also of note is the o*ering of various
“drinks” to a sword (U)'-) in verses 23–26, including, among others, blood.33
There seems to be a connection between deities that cure possession and swords. I
came across a website with the following picture of a Buddhist deity worshipped in Japan.
Of particular note is that he bears a sword and that he is a “tutelary deity tomany kamisama
spirit mediums.”34 There seems to be some connection here with the Kha!gar"va#a tra-
dition, but this clearly requires a great deal of defense. One would need to look into the
pantheons of Buddhism as well as local religions to determine if the source of this &gure
could have been India. Still I include it for the visual impact; I regret that I have been un-
able to &nd any representations of Kha!gar"va#a in the art historical books. This may be
30Cf. the derivations of “Bhairava,” often involving the root “ru,” as analyzed by Sanderson 1995: 62–3 &
Kahrs 1998: 82. Cf. also the following passage in the sixteenth sarga of V"m%ki’s Uttarak!"$a, which has $iva
giving a nirvacana explaining the name R"va#a:
.7#I u2[; #% %71~W 3A9U71~W $-3'W4 > 4%#I sC-';<NB [%4B )4;C'T/B >> Rt >>
1[;'?I8H15 Ps#'$%#5 !1;'S#;D > #[;'%5 4'%/I -'; -'' n- !$%1$( >> R{ >>
+%#' ;'-<c' 1^' j W'@j ,S#7# > %5 P%;2!F'[12@# 4'%/5 ?I84'%/;D >> R} >>
S~ )A?[P1 $% ¡FB )r' j- P%2;~$( > (V"lm%kiR!m!ya"a 7.16.26–29ab, (Critical Edition)Oriental Institute
1992: 882–3)
31It is true that we have a R"va#a-$iva connection with the Candrah"sa sword, but this may be an interpo-
lation and R"va#a seldom uses a sword in battle (Goudriaan 1977: 168).
32Bhat 1981: 426
“¢2/#5 ;4/'1IN5 )4',1'1'.%#*-5 8I3'#D >
[%1;<£7/ 1<M5 y%2?n $%,j !%$# UD¤ >> q >>.”
33Bhat 1981: 430
34“Sword Divinity,” website, see Bibliography for URL.
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Figure 0.2: A Japanese Sword-Deity Wor-
shipped by Spirit-Mediums
due in part to his obscurity in main-
streamscholarship; i.e. unlabeled images
of Kha!gar"va#a may have been identi-
&ed with a more well-known &gure such
as Nair0ti or Bhairava.
TheKriy!k!lagu"ottara is not only the
earliest source for Kha!gar"va#a, it is
also the most complete. Yet it does not
have the feel of an in,ated text. Based
on this fact, and based on the separa-
tion of its childhood possession chap-
ters, I would like to put forth a prelim-
inary theory of transmission. I believe
the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara is the basis of the
wide variety ofBh%tatantra compendiums
I have been discussing. The transmission
became muddled at an early point, and
outside of Nepal the text as a whole disappeared. But its chapters continued to be transmit-
ted as separate texts. This is evident in lists of bh%tatantras such as in the (r&ka")h&ya which
lists theKha!gar"va#a andCa#!"sidhara as individual and separate texts. I propose that the
chapters on childhood diseases and the section on Kha!gar"va#a became fused together
due to popular reception. It is logical that Kha!gar"va#a would be involved. And the *#!-
na#ivagurudevapaddhati does in fact combine them. Texts which I suggest are later than both
of these, such as the R!va"akum!ratantra, go further by losing the distinction between R"-
va#a and Kha!gar"va#a altogether. What is illogical is to have a powerful deity like Kha!-
gar"va#a not involved in curing possessed children, which is precisely why I believe the
Kriy!k!lagu"ottarawas the root text of the Cult of Kha!gar"va#a.
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Ai#a, The Language of %aiva Tantras
The languageof theKriy!k!lagu"ottaraoftendeparts fromP"#inian Sanskrit in a variety
of ways. The kinds of deviations I will be discussing occur not only in this text, but are
common to most $aiva manuscripts. Some of the features are not even peculiar to $aiva
texts, but rather are common deviations from P"#inian Sanskrit which also are frequent in
the Epics and Pur"#as.
In the process of editing chapter nine of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara, I struggled with the
question of what this label Ai.a means. Of course it literally refers to the language char-
acteristic of /.a, or $iva, and is parallel to the term !r'a (usage of the .'is). Since this andmost
other tantras present themselves as the direct speech of God, any unusual characteristics of
the language have been labeled Ai.a. This is all well and good if none of the manuscripts
ever have variant readings, but the fact is that they do. The editor is then faced with seri-
ous questions in regards to constituting the text and handling non-standard forms. Is their
occurrence systematic? Is this label Ai.a simply a fancy way of saying that the author took
great liberty with his Sanskrit grammar? And on a more concrete level- what should be
considered Ai.a and what simply scribal error, and howmight we go about systematically
distinguishing the two? Unfortunately I have not yet come to any certain answers to these
questions. Even so, what we do know is that there are some patterns of usage in the text
which are common to all manuscripts and shared by other $aiva texts. If the editor is in-
clined to purge the text of all such non-standard features, he will surely be creating a text
that never existed.
I have been relying on three references works for determining the boundaries of what
I should label Ai#a. The most complete it Goudriaan and Schotermann 1988. In the
introduction their critical edition of the Kubjik!matatantra, they have a lengthy and well or-
ganized listing of all of the various non-standard forms they came acrosswhile editing their
edition. More up to date, but much more limited is the few pages in Dominic Goodall’s
editionof Bha--aR"maka#-ha’s Commentaryon theKira"atantra (1998). The&nal reference I
have been using is JuditTörzsök’s doctoral dissertation. In the introduction she has a long
section on the Ai.a forms occurring in the Siddhayoge#var&mata.
The term Ai#a is not an invention of modern Indologists. It was used by the Kashmiri
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commentators such as K+emar"ja, Jayaratha, and others. For example, in his commentary
to Svacchandatantra 3.16d, K+emar"ja says $C3'2[%P1'$C43B )':B > (Sh"str# 1921: 149).
These are the most common features I have labeled asAi#a forms in chapter nine:
• Simpli&ed NounDeclensions
• At 9.49a, there is a feminine locative plural of $C3D as $C3'(< rather than classical
Sanskrit $C^< (also noted in K+emar"ja’s commentary above).
• At 9.15c, we have the instrumental plural ofK¥(4(D asK¥(4B in place of classical
SanskritK¥(4I2!B.
• At 9.04c, we have 23%n,'B as a masculine plural instead of n,(B.
• Double Sandhi
• At 9.08b, we have ¦KB before §$# going to ¦$#
• At 9.14a, we have¨ before  going to¨.
• Lax Application of©B sandhi.
• Very common, 9.03a, 9.04c, 9.05a, etc.
• –:– as a Vowel Hiatus Filler
• Ai#a vocative (masculine, singular) in>;
• 9.01b - %pc!z%,B (emended to %pc!z%,)
• 9.31f -3\4B (emended to3\4)
Later texts and many modern editors simply consider Ai#a forms to be bad Sanskrit.
This has led to a deluge to meaningless particles inserted to &ll hiatuses of to change the
metre. It has also led to much redactional editing, sometimes maintaining the sense of the
text, but sometimes obscuring it. Luckily we have many early manuscripts preserved in
Nepal, where tampering with Ai.a and other awkward forms proceeded at a slower pace.
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Metre and Vipul"
TheKriy!k!lagu"ottara is generally in anu')ubh/#lokametre, the primary exception being
sections that give mantras. Three line verses are common, particularly before and after a
change of speaker. Sandhi is often not applied in order to preserve the metre. In general the
verses are pathy!. Vipul! p!das in the edited text of chapter nine include 25c, 33a, and 50c
(na vipul!s); as well as 30e (ra vipul! by emendation). Unmetrical p!das which have not yet
been reconstructible are 10b (syncopation), 10d (non-iambic); 13c. There were additional
unmetrical and vipul! p!das in the manuscripts as noted in the apparatus and notes.
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TheManuscripts
Palm “Palm-Leaf”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Nandin!gar&/P!la
Medium: Palm-leaf
Condition: Very good. Occasional Smeared folios. A few damaged leaves.
Size: 31.5cm X 5.5cm
Number of folios: 144
Lines per Side: 4–5
Ak$aras per line: circa 50
Location Held: National Archives Kathmandu (NAK) 3-392
Micro&lmed: ngmpp B 25/32; &lmed September 27th, 1970
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: Thismanuscript of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara is important to historians of Nepal
because of its &nal colophon (see “Colophon” section), and is therefore cited by numerous
authors. Tomy knowledge, Sanderson andTörzsök are the only scholarswhohave pub-
lished comments about the text itself, rather than simply copying the colophon and chapter
titles.
• Original Catalogue of Manuscripts at the National Archives Kathmandu (handwrit-
ten, date unknown, unpublished).
It contains brief notes on size, number of folios, etc. There is an incomplete transcrip-
tionof the&nal colophonwith someerrors (for example “4ª7%4'yj” for 4ªC7%4'yj). This
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and every source that mentions a #lokasa+khy! report it as 2100. This is a calculation
based on ak'aras per line multiplied by lines per page and number of pages. This may
serve the purposes of a cataloger, but one should note that the actual verse-count
cannot be determined in this way because the text contains lengthy prose sections
concerningmantras.
• !"stri 1915: 85–6 (inGrünendahl 1989).
!"stri gives a muchmore detailed summary, but has many errors and peculiarities.
For example, in the &nal colophon he, like the handwritten catalog, reads “4ª7%4'yj”
for “4ªC7%4'yj,” whichmakes one wonder whether he was partially copying from the
handwritten catalog’s transcription. He gives a transcription of the &rst 6 1/2 lines
of the opening chapter, with several notable errors. In the second verse he reads
“$(MY;<*2N.C5” for $(2M;<2N.C5. In the &fth verse, he reads “-pP1$-op*/'” for $-P1$-op*/'B. In the
seventh verse, he reads “,4'L” for y%4'L and also “8$#2W#D” for 8$#$%F'. There is one
&nal notable error in the ninth verse, where he reads “?"##5 %WB” for !"#h«i#5H W. !"stri
lists only three chapter colophons.
• Regmi 1965: 192.
Regmi writes as a historian rather than as a cataloger and therefore he is only inter-
ested in the&nal colophonof themanuscript. He cites!"stri 1915 (whoseworkheab-
breviates as CPMDN, II), but he does not repeat the “4ª7%4'yj” error. He does however
misread the title of the text as “Triyakalagunottara” and reads “r!jaguru"!” for “¦4',S<d/_,”
as well as “trikasa$anvaya” for #p83U@%1¦ [sic].
• R"sh$riya-Pustak"laya (Vol. IV ) 1967: 66–68.
This catalog entitled “B.hats%cipatram” gives a slightly longer opening transcription
than !"stri, but has even more errors. For example, in the second verse, “6<#'[#%I”
for 6<#'[#r' and “$(2M!<*2NB .C5” for $(2M;<2N.C5; in the &fth verse, “8l4'” for kl4'B; in the
sixth verse, “SI-!'-_” for SI-('-_; in the seventh verse, “4'^('B” for 4'(!'¦ and “^4'L”
for y%4'L.
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He lists many of the chapter colophons, but skips a large number as well. His tran-
scription of the &nal colophon has only a fewminor errors.
• Raghavan 1969 (NCC vol.V): 131–2.
Refers to !"stri’s 1915 catalog (discussed above) and to the text’s citations in other
sources.
• Pant 1977: 21
Mahes Raj Pant is only interested in the facts of the &nal colophon in his 1977 article,
“TheTwoEarliestCopper-plate Inscriptions fromNepal.”Hedoesnot transliterate the
colophon. I discuss his interesting conclusions about the location ofDhavalasrotapura
below in the Colophon section.
• Petech 1984: 73.
Petech is also interested in the manuscript for historical purposes. He gives the title
of the text as “Triyakalagu"ottara,” assumedly following the error of Regmi and wors-
ening it by adding only one diacriticalmark (out of three expected). His transcription
of the &nal colophon is accurate except for inconsistent corrections to spelling errors
in the manuscript.
• Jo%# 1991: 124.
Jo%# catalogs the facts of the &nal colophon accurately and makes some suggestions
concerning the location (to be discussed below).
• Törzsök in Padoux 2000 vol. II: 54 kara#uddhi, 59–60 karmaj!, 108 ku"$a, 115 kum!r&,
146 kriy!d&k'!, 163 kha$ga, 164 kha$gar!va"a, 167 khi,khin&, 187 g!yatr&, 187–8 g!ru$atantra,
199 guhyaka, 210 grahap%j!, 292 $!kin&, 305 ekali,ga.
Judit Törzsök has often cited the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara in her entries to the T!ntrik!bhi-
dh!nako#a project, basing her readings on this Palm-leaf manuscript. I have noticed a
few occasions where Törzsökmight be quoting it out of context. Take for example
her entry to the term “guhyaka.” Let me preface this by saying that I have not worked
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extensively on this chapter, butwhat it seems to be saying at 42v is that one should ad-
dress aBr"hma#a ghost as “guhyaka,” a K+atriya ghost as “mah!sattva,” aVai.ya ghost as
“nandika,” and a $'dra ghost as “ko-s!dhu.”35 Törzsök says that here the text “...de&nes
guhyakas as a subclass of possessing spirits belonging to the brahmin var"a” (p.199). I
agree that the text seems to be suggesting an a)nity between Br"hama#as and this
class of beings called guhyaka, but are we to assume that mah!sattva and the others
would also need to be considered subclasses of possessing spirits? I am not familiar
with these as subclasses, and I would not argue for it based on this verse.
• Törzsök 2007: 497 (fn.42): 501.
In her 2007 article “The Search in $aiva Scriptures for Meaning in Tantric Ritual,”
Törzsök quotes a verse here edited as 9.27cd–9.28ab.
• Sanderson 2001: 4, fn. 4 and 14, fn. 13; 2007: 235, fn. 17, and 288, fn. 181.
Alexis Sanderson was the &rst scholar to take a serious interest in the text itself,
rather than just the facts, of the Palm-leaf manuscript. He recognized the text as the
same Kriy!k!lagu"ottara referred to by K+emar"ja in his commentary to Chapter 19 of
theNetratantra. In his 2001 article “History through Textual Criticism,” he located the
text within the G!ru$ika/Bhautika branch of Tantric literature (p.4, fn. 4), and notes
that some of its chapter titles correlate with other early lists of canonical Bh%tatantras
such as the (r&ka")h&ya and the Jñ!napañc!#ik! (p. 14, fn.13). In his most recent article
“The $aiva Exegesis of Kashmir,” Sanderson references a verse from the ninth chap-
ter (edited here, see my note to 9.16c) in support of an emendation to another text
(p.288, fn.181). Cf.my note to 9.43cd.
Extra/MissingFolios: The&rst extra leaf,which is the&rst leaf under thewooden-block
cover of themanuscript, has a recto side with two Royal Archive stamps (covering some of
the text) and an illegibly faded eight-columned list. The verso side of this leaf is also a list,
this time with eleven columns, which is mostly illegible. Some words can be made out,
such as the fourth in the eighth column from the right “$C4,” the sixth in the same column
35“!I S<¬J$# '/B ;='(Ps$# ^$H1B > !I -5$CJ$# %­15 [sic] W 8I('F< 3"–4D–~1n >>” Palm42v2–3. For
the full context see the transcription example on page 35.
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“K)';'S*,” and the second in the &nal column to the right “S<S<?<.” Thus it appears to be a list of
medicinal herbs. Both sides appear to have been written by the original scribe.
The rectoof the following leaf is coveredwithmantras in a thin scrawling secondhand.
The script is Pracalita (Newari). It is partially legible, andwill be analyzedwith furtherwork
on the text. The verso side of this leaf begins the text proper.
The verso side of the &nal leaf has three lines of faded text in the hand of the original
scribe. Some words can be made out, and it seems to be verses from a part of the text or
from another text. It does not seem to be a continuation of the &nal colophon on the recto
side. Below the three lines from the original scribe are two lines in the same hand as the sec-
ond leaf preceding the text. The languagemixes Sanskrit and Newari (cf. the verb “,)4)5).”
Colophon: The manuscript has chapter colophons generally–but not always–following
the rubric “§$# $k1'8'?S</Ia <name of chapter, number of chapter> )x?B >> ! >>.” On folio 133r5
there is an unusual internal colophon that does not mark the end of the chapter or text.
Unlike the &nal colophon, Pra and Db copy this colophon as part of the text. It reads: “§$#
$k1'[8']?S</Ia45 #p83U@%1-)4;'4'z1-3%'[W']1*-67-67F4'/_ 2?'$)#;D > .”36 This is the same $r%d-
hara mentioned in the &nal colophon. There is similar internal colophon at 135v4. It reads:
“#p8hciU@%1-3%'W'1*-67-67F4'/_ 2?'$)#5 $k1'8'?S</Ia45 -'; h('i®;D >> ;5S?5 ;='67B >>.” It is note-
worthy that the text is called a #!stra here rather than a tantra.
This&nal colophonhasbeencitedbyat least eighthistorians trying toworkout this rel-
atively obscure period in Nepal’s history. After the &nal chapter colophon and a statement
that the text is complete, it reads37 “¯)'?+231(5%#D ]g yjZ(<$C E] S<4A > F%? I#)< > ;='(';@#-
67-4ªC7%4'yj >> ;5S?5 ;='67B >> #p83U@%1-3%'W'1*-67-67F4-4',S<d/_ 2?'$)#5 > 2?2#5 F;$CPj- >
(<!5 !%#< )':81IB >> 8'f8a [%15 f'(B 8L $%-'18 h>i #1[IB] h[i?n i<2MB V8 )<-0;-<c' %15
> -"#'^4;2F8'^45 %' K')B[°K'±B] )$4d('F-715e,” which I translate as “[The text was written in]
Nepal Sa1vat 304 (1184 ce), [on] Thursday, the 13th day of the light lunar fortnight [in] the
month of Jyai+-ha (May-June) inDhavalasrotapura,38 in the kingdomof theGreat Vassal the
36Ak'aras in square brackets supplied by me. Note that the &nal colophon reads 3%'W'1* and not 3%'1*.
Dashes supplied byme for clarity.
37The transcription is without emendation aside from a few dashes and glosses in square brackets for
clari&cation.
38The date is veri&ed as Thursday May 24th, 1184.
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NGMPP# DateNS Ruler:                              Scribe/Patron
Written at Dhavalasrotapura:
  Aryoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇī         X       220 Rāmadeva               Kamalapāṇi
  
  Carakasaṃhitā A 46/6              303 Ratnadeva    Kāyastha Ratnapāla/Bhārośrī
                       
  Kriyākālaguṇottara B 25/32            304 Ratnadīva                Dharmāditya/Śaivācārya    
                                                                                     Śrīdhara(rājāguru)         
   Kulālikāṃnaye Kubjikā! C 4/23    X               Ratnadeva                       Bhogana/KāśmīrācāryaTejas*
                             
Other: 
  
   Kubjikāmata B 25/22     X Rāmadeva/Rāmapāla           X
   Kubjikāmata B 25/26  300          X                   X
   Manthānabhairava B 27/7  306 Guṇakāmadeva              Kāyastha Mahādeva
Figure 0.3: Relevant Colophons
Glorious Ratnadeva. [May] the great goddess $r% [grant] welfare. The glorious $aivamaster
Trika+a!anvaya39-$r%dhara, the royal sage, had it written. It was written by Dharm"ditya.
May all be well for the reader and the scribe. Vy"sa himself was a composer of poetry and
Vin"yaka (Ga#e.a) was the scribe. Even the intellect of those two is subject to blunders,
howmuch more [the intellect of] us humans? New syllables or additional syllables should
be settled by learned [readers].”
The previously mentioned historians were concerned with two issues–the identity of
the ruler Ratnad%va and the location of the place called Dhavalasrotapura. We have several
other manuscripts from this same time and place which report to be under the rule of a
Ratnadeva. Pant takes Ratnad%va as a corruption for Ratnadeva.40 The catalogers of the
B.hats%cipatram simply read Ratnadeva. There is some debate about what the title “Mah!s!-
manta” means in the case of Ratnadeva. Regmi is &rm that he was a high feudatory and not
a full-,edged king (Regmi 1965: 192), and is backed by Petechwho says “Of course there is
no reason for assuming that this frontier s!manta ruled over the Valley” (Petech 1984: 73).
They point to his absence in the Va+#!val&s, and the general gap in the historical record for
39I don’t know if Trika'a$anvaya (corrected from T.ka#adanvaya) should be taken as part of his name or a
religious quali&cation.
40Pant 1977: 23.
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about four years preceding the rise of Gu#ak"madeva (Dec. 1184 ce). They suggest that Rat-
nadeva, a frontiersman, asserted a measure of independence in the regnal lapse preceding
Some.varadeva’s death in 1185 ce. I &nd it puzzling that bothRegmi and Petech assert that
we have no documents from the period between 1181 ce and 1185 ce (Regmi p. 191; Petech
p.72), but then go on to quote the Carakasa+hit! and Kriy!k!lagu"ottaramanuscripts that fall
precisely within these dates. Perhaps the reason is that they mean there are no documents
from within the Kathmandu Valley, and although they do not speci&cally say so, they as-
sume Dhavalasrotapura to be elsewhere.
Back in 1915,!"stri located thisDhavalasrotapura inDhankhel (nowcalledDhulikhel)
“about 8 kos fromKathmandu, to the east” (p.85, “kos” = San. kro#a= “a yell”). Regmi and Pe-
tech agreed. Following the publication of Pant’s 1977 article, Petechwas swayed to agree
with Pant in locating it far to the west near the Dhaulagiri mountain in the K"liga#!ak%
river valley. Pant builds his argument with a number of points. He emphasizes the fact
that the area called “Nepal” extended beyond the Kathmandu valley. This is a contentious
point. Most scholarshold&ercely to the claim that the title “Nepal” only referred to theKath-
mandu valley before modern times. Pant’s strongest evidence in this regard is the account
of the chinese pilgrim Hsuan-chuang, which he says gives the size of Nepal as 4000 lis in
circuit, or 2150 km, roughly the size ofmodernNepal.41 Pant’s next point of argument is to
locate historical districts and events near the present K"liga#!ak% river valley. He does so by
attempting to identify a place calledGa#!igulma as an outpost on the K"liga#!ak% river. He
points out a passage in the Kalha#a’s R!jatara,gi"&wherein a K!laga"$ik! river is mentioned
as a stopping place within the district of Nepal. (R!jatara,gi"& IV.555). Next Pant identi&es
Ma1gvara-vi+aya noted in a colophonwith the present-day territory near the K"liga#!ak%.
Finally he concludes thatDhavalasrotapurawas locatedwithin theMa1gvara-vi+ayaon the
basis of two colophons. The &rst, datedNS 220, waswritten inDhavalasrotapura under the
reign of R"madeva. The second, datedNS 221, waswritten in theMa1gvara-vi+aya and also
lists R"madeva as the ruler. Fromall of this, Pant concludes that the “Dhavala” ofDhavalas-
rotapura is the standardized spelling of the Dhaula, as in the Dhaulagiri mountain near the
K"liga#!ak%.42
41Pant 1977: 16.
42Pant 1977: 16.
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I tried to pick out the main points of Pant’s argument, but the interested reader is
urged to refer to the article itself. I &nd the argument fairly convincing, but not completely.
Kashinath Tamot, who helped me research these colophons, pointed out that relying on
similarityofname is a shakybusiness. He said that the earliest inscriptionatChanguNarayan,
a temple on the edge of the Kathmandu Vally, mentions a Ga#!ak% river. He also noted that
the old name for the K"liga#!ak% river is Tri.'li, and therefore we should be suspicious of
identifying ancient place names with modern ones.
Despite theuncertainties, I thinkPanthasput forwarda strongargument. I seeno rea-
son to assume that this Dhavalasrotapura, the site where our earliest survivingmanuscript
of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara was penned, had to have been located within or near the Kath-
mandu Valley. The colophon says “Nep!lade#iya-sa+vat,” meaning the dating system is that
of Nepal. Even if we assume that Nepal only referred to the Valley, the possibility of set-
tlements near Dhaulagiri using the Nepal sa1vat system seems quite plausible. This also
would have been a likely route for travelers going from Kashmir to the Kathmandu Valley.
The patron of the Kubjik!matamanuscript given in the chart was such a Kashmiri traveler
who stopped in Dhavalasrotapura. Although we cannot date this manuscript at this time,
it appears to be contemporaneous with the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara palm-leaf. The script is very
similar, the ruler is Ratnadeva, and the town is Dhavalasrotapura (F%?(I2a8').43 Since we
know the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara was known to K+emar"ja in Kashmir a century before, I think
we are safe in assuming the text traveled to Nepal in this manner.
43Kashinath Tamot and I closely inspected this colophon in the Kubjik!matamanuscript and determined
that Pant erroneously transcribed it. Pant read%%?'('2²8'1_, andwas at a loss to locate it, when it actually
reads F%?(I2a8'1_. The F does look like a %, but this is often the case in this script, and one may argue
that the small upward stroke that would make the di*erientiation is present. Pant simply misread the¨8'4
which is p.')ham!tra here.
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Scribal Features:
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• Vir!ma is often, anusv!raOccasionally, and visarga less commonly left unwritten.
• He sometimes uses ( for 3 and other times does not. For example at one place
he will write (474, and another 3474.
• e can be p.')ham!tra or regular.
• Anusv!ra nearly always used in place of homorganic nasal.
• Gemination of most consonants after 4D.
•  used for c (9;< for c9;<)
• Occasional non-standard conjunct reading order- S<-7 looks like ³?<$- (56r2).
• Occasionally both anusv!ra and fullm are used at the end of a word.
• Indistinguishable and Di'cult to Distinguish Characters:
(38r5) = “%” vs. (49r5) = “i” (never distinguished).
(43v3) = “)” vs. (44v4) = “” vs. (44v4) = “c.” Also hard to distinguish from
these is “1” when it is in conjunct.
(44r2) = “²” vs. (55v4) = “@#” vs. (57v3) = “a.”
(47v2) = “´%*” vs. (48r1) = “rO.”
(55v2) = “U'” vs. (55r4) = “_.”
(49v4) = “x” vs. (48v4) = “µ'.”
• The vowel 2 and the da"%a > added in as afterthoughts propia manu.
(12v1) = “8¶2?.” (50r1) = “# > !".”
• Notable Ligatures:
(43r1) = visarga-da"$a ligature (B>).
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(47v1) = “r” plus double retro,ex “"” ligature (9/*).
(48v4) = “F'.”
(47v2) = “zj.”
• AnUnknown Symbol Identi&ed
The manuscript uses the symbol (86r) quite often to mark a section of line that
must be started past the usualmargin or ended early because of the tapering shape of
some of the leaves:
(52r), but the contextof its use is slightlybroader
than this. At 71v it is used not because there is any unusual shape to the leaf, but rather
to &ll the space left after an erasure: . Therefore I propose that it
signi&es any intentional gap in the space ordinarily occupied by text. Unlike the hor-
izontal line used for missing or illegible ak'aras (see below), it signi&es the opposite–
that the gap is intentional and should not be taken as a lacuna in the text. Onemight
also conjecture a superstition about stopping a line short before the margin. It may
be considered a sort of vulnerability for which the symbol acts as a shield, however
this is highly speculative.
Mahes Raj Pant has noted the same symbol in hismanuscript “A” of J"tar'pa’s )&k! to
theAmarako#a, however he does not knowwhat it means. (Pant 2000: 78 (1.3.2.5.6))
The symbol is found innumerousothermanuscripts. Onenotableexample is aNepal-
eseMatas!ramanuscript I have inspected (&lmed asngmpp B 28/16). Thismanuscript
bears a striking resemblence to the our Kriy!k!lagu"ottara palm leaf, and may have
beenwritten by the same scribe. The symbol in question can be observed at folio 69v,
among others. It is also found on the &rst folio of the Timirodgh!)ana (&lmed asngmpp
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A 35/3 andA 1380/8), on the folio labeled 107vof the K!lottara (&lmed asngmpp B 25/7),
and on 11vof theUttarar!macarita (&lmed as ngmpp B 15/4).
• Missing Vowel Marker:
When the scribe forgets towrite a vowel sign, has alreadycontinuedwriting, and lacks
space to &t in the vowel sign, a vocalic “wildcard” mark is used. (45r2) It is invari-
ably clear from context what the missing vowel should have been, and manuscripts
Pra andDb always &ll in the vowel sign rather than copy the “wildcard” mark.
• Symbols whoseMeanings are Unclear
I do not knowwhat the symbol just after “#5 > ” and before “nc_” means:
(49r3) Pra ignores it andDb seems to take it as negating the previous letter.
The symbol below “oI” (50v2) probably denotes a missing ak'ara (in this
case 4), but this is the only place I have seen the scribe do this, and I don’t know why
he wouldn’t have used a marginal insertion.
• Ornamentation and Binding: The following symbol is used just before a change of
speaker/topic: (fol.1v1).
For chapter end there are two varieties of ,oral designs. The more common is:
(14v4) and the less common: (42v3) ; or occasionally an addi-
tional change of speaker symbol is used.
The manuscript has a single hole for binding, with marginal lines assumedly pre-
drawn by the leaf manufacturer. The purpose of the marginal area was to protect
the text around an area of the leaf more subject to damage. Dharm"ditya, the origi-
nal scribe, is quite careful to avoid writing within this marginal area, but will extend
the &rst and last line of the leaf over and under it when the guidelines are not present:
(42r) vs. (14v).
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Binding hole ornamentation includes: (2v, common), (38r, un-
common), and (69r, uncommon).
• Deletion Strategies:
The scribe uses a variety of techniques to deletemistaken letters andwords. The sim-
plest and easiest to miss is the small vertical dash mark on top of the ak'ara to be
deleted: (42v4)= “Delete the syllable !".”
Occasionally, and more often towards the beginning of the text, there will be more
than one vertical dash present: (13r1 ). I consider this deletion technique orig-
inal.
Another technique is simply erasure: (1v1, and in this casewe can see that
the vertical dash was &rst employed). Most erasures are done by the original scribe.
We can tell this because very often they are written over in the same hand. Cf. 76r3.
Longerdeletedstringsare seto*withparenthesis-likebrackets:
(45r3)Thisparentheses-likedeletionwasbya laterhand. Cf.8r1,where theparenthesis-
likemarks are the same thickness as themarginal C', both of which aremuch thinner
than the original scribe’s.
Extremely long deletions, such as this one starting from the &rst line and ending on
the third, aremarked o* by two caret marks at the beginning (just before $% near the
middle margin) and an X at the end.
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(66v1–3)
It is clear that this was a technique of the original scribe because of the gap left for the
Xmark.
• Gaps:
(55v1) represents a space-holder used at the end of lines and before the gap of the
bindingmargin. It is often read as a da"$a by Pra andDb. Note that the di*erence is a
thin horizontal line slightly descending from the left side of the vertical stroke.
Illegible/missing syllables are represented by horizontal lines: (139r2)
• Rubrication: The manuscript often uses rubrication–a sort of red highlighting–for
emphasis. It is found around the binding hole with or without ,oral ornamentation
(107r), on page numbers (56v), and often, but not always mark-
ing the chapter colophons (8v4).
There are other instances of rubrication, whose purpose I do not currently under-
stand. Incidentally, there are what appear to be blood stains on a few folios (1v, 93r,
93v). The varying shades of the rubrication makes me wonder if it is a blood-based
material.
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Transcription Example:
34
Pra “Pracalita A”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Pracalita (Newari Script)
Medium: Paper, thick and polished.
Condition: Excellent
Size: 29cm x 9cm
Number of folios: 90
Lines per side: 8
Ak$aras per line: circa 48
Location Held: National Archives Kathmandu (NAK) Access # 5/4948
Micro&lmed: ngmpp
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: none
Colophon: Internal colophonon83v2–3 directly copied fromPalm133r5. Internal colophon
on 85v1–2 directly copied from Palm135
v4.
Extra/Missing Folios: none
Scribal Features:
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• Non-initial vowels are usually Pracalita style, that is to say marked by a wiggly
line over the consonant. This style of vowel marking can be di)cult to see in
this manuscript. Occasional p.')ham!tra following Palm.
Cf. 34r5: (y%2?#V)SI¦).
• Da"$as are not always used between verses.
• Gemination of most consonants after 4D is common.
• Superscript 4D is sometimes not written, particularly when another superscript
mark intervenes and preceding a consonant in the instrumental plural ending
ai/:
($(MS@F´% f$r#<5) (28r1).
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• Anusv!ra is most commonly a small loop touching the top line: (28r3).
Alternatively the loopmay be &lled in: (28r3).
• , is sometimes substituted for 1, following Palm and representing colloquial pro-
nunciation.
• The space-&ller/hyphenation mark used at the end of a line looks like a colon,
with either two or three dots: (33r3).
• Metathesis is sometimes corrected by scribe: (34v3) = -';.
• Indistinguishable and Di'cult to Distinguish Characters:
(28r1) = “f” vs. (27v1) = “z1” vs. (29r1) = “:·” (sometimes not distinguished).
(27v1) = “&” vs. (27r2) = “o” (sometimes not distinguished).
The letters3 and/ are generally clearly distinguished to the attentive eye, but can look
very similar:
(28v8) = “3p/<.”
(29v4) = “=” vs. (29v7) = “” (di)cult to distinguish).
(31v3) = “x” vs. (31r2) = “µ” (sometimes not distinguished).
(29r6) = “U” vs. (28v5) = “” (never distinguished)
• Ornamentation and Binding: The manuscript is not bound. It has no ornamenta-
tion.
• Deletion Strategies:
Deletion is done in the manner of Palm, either by multiple tick marks: (37
r3) or by
single marks for each ak'ara. (37r2)
• Gaps: Horizontal lines in Palm (representing either illegible or missing syllables in γ)
are either reproduced in Pra, or denoted by a blank space the size of the lacuna.
• Rubrication: No rubrication is present.
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Transcription Example:
37
Prb “Pracalita B”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Pracalita (Newari Script)
Medium: Paper
Condition: Very good, slight mold and water damaged aroundmargins.
Size: 20.5cm x 6.5cm
Number of folios: 248 (Part 1: 164, Part 2: 84)
Lines per side: 6
Ak$aras per line: circa 36
Location Held: Part 1: Private Collection; provided to ngmpp by one Minaraj Regmi.
Part 2: National Archives Kathmandu (NAK)
Micro&lmed: ngmpp e 2189/6 (Part 1); ngmpp b 120/11 (part 2)
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: None.
Colophon: The &nal chapter colophon on 133r5–6 is followed by a granthasa+khy! reck-
oning: h5r(51' 8cdh*i¸a4 Ee2w3#1'2F8(= 15 RRtE >> >>.
There is a &nal colophon at 134r3–4, 134v1. It reads (in anu')ubhmetre):
[siddhi]-)'2?J Sn4¡+ C=-'Q1<S'2\n >
)^Y 'S</3<¹ #< #p#71'1_ $#rA 4%A >>
23%4';[1 )AHY/ $%Q-'r[1 ("-<-' >
2?2#5 %&+s- $k1'8'?S</Ia45 >>
8'f8a 1r' f'( 8I S/-'18e >
#C$) W4n Viv 8' 8r' §# ,¯ >> 3<!5 >>
C8'-?WAº1I ;"$cJº1[#r% W >
42^#f5 .1ªY- ;1' 8[n- 2#5 >>
,r' Cpw5 #r' 2?2#5 8I -'2[# CIc8e >
1$C (<M5;(<M5 %' ;; CIcI - C71n >>.44
I translate: “In the current Nepalese year reckoned as 473 (1353 CE) on the third lunar day,
44Note that fourth verse is very similar to the &nal verso of Palm’s colophon. This suggests that such a verse
was present inΣ.
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a Sunday, of the bright half of the month ‘Ph"lgu#a’ (February–March), Vaidyadeva, the
grandsonof$iva-R"maand the sonofVi.van"tha,wrote theKriy!k!lagu"ottara. WhenVy"sa
was a composer of poetry, and Ga#an"yaka was the scribe.45 Even in this case there might
have been a bit of ink [misplaced], what to say in regards to ordinary people. Youmust take
pains to protect [the manuscript] fromwater, &re, thieves, and also rodents. It was di)cult
for me to write it. I copied it as it was written. The scribe is not to be blamed. Whether [the
text is] accurate or inaccurate, don’t blameme.”
Extra/Missing Folios: The text has been split into two parts. Part 1, up to the end of
chapter 19, is privately held, but was lent to the ngmpp for micro&lming. The second half
of the text is held at the National Archives in Kathmandu. In order to understand why and
when the manuscript was split, it would be useful to know how and when the National
Archives came to possess the latter half. Unfortunately I think it is very unlikely that they
kept/keep such records, judging on the basis of themiserably disorganizedmanuscript cat-
aloguing system I witnessed as a patron.
It seems–and this can only be speculation without further evidence–that the manuscript
was split immediately after its copying tomanuscriptDa. At this point it seems that the two
halves went their separate ways. Da, for some reason, only copied through chapter nine-
teen. We know that the text was whole at the time of copying because of the short note on
the &nal page of Da, and the starting page of Prb’s latter half. Da reads: K# a4h@rB h)<[#8'@#
∗∗∗∗i, which I take to essentiallymean that there ismore to the text thanwhat is given here.
In Prb (in the same hand and writing size) we have the following note on the starting page
of chapter twenty: §#B )"%*h@rB h)<[#8'@#i, meaning therewasmore to the text preceding that
page. Da could not have copied solely from Part 1, because the last of chapter 19, which is
present inDa, is on the &rst line of Part 2. One explanationmight be that someonewanted to
buy Prb, and the owner agreed to sell the latter half (which hewas not particularly interested
in) and to allow the &rst half (which was dear to him) to be copied. This would explain why
bothDa and Prb (Part 2) came to be held at the National Archives.
45The verse has S/-'18 as neuter, but it should be masculine.
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Folios 133v–134v contain the&nal colophonand somenotes inNewari aboutmarginal verses
he did not include in the text and p!das that he did not know where to place. He includes
folio numbers for some of these.
Scribal Features:
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• (65r3) = ; vs. (65r3) = ;D
• Anusv!ra generally used in place of homorganic nasal before consonant.
• Visarga usually looks like a &gure-eight: (35r1), but sometimes just two vertical
dots: (35r4).
• Anusv!ra is most commonly a small loop touching the top line: (133v3), but
occasionally it is simply a dot: (133v3).
• Gemination of some consonants after 4D is present.
• Space-&ller mark is rarely used and looks like this: (50r5). Cf. also 41v2.
• Metathesis sometimes self-corrected by scribe: (136v2) = SC*!.
• Indistinguishable and Di'cult to Distinguish Characters:
(52r6) = a vs. (52r5) = @# (occasionally di)cult to distinguish).
(133r3) = % vs. (129v2) = W (sometimes not clearly distinguished).
(44r4) = i vs. (44r4) = % (never distinguished).
(48v6) = º1_ vs. (48r1) = ~1 (di)cult to distinguish).
(53r3) = U vs. (51v4) = H (di)cult to distinguish).
• Symbols whose Meanings are Unclear: The following symbol, over the &rst ak'ara,
seems to indicate that thewrong ak'arawaswritten: (129v6). In this case
it clearly should have been c (phonetically identical in many regional languages), but
in the following case it is unclear what the correct reading should have been (assum-
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ing I have interpreted themeaning of thismark correctly): (141r4). Another
possibility is that themark indicates that the letter is copied faithfully from the exem-
plar but that the current scribe thinks it is wrong.
• Ornamentation and Binding: Themanuscript is not bound and has no ornamenta-
tion.
• Deletion Strategies: Deletions are rare in this manuscript, and are marked by small
dots over the ak'ara to be deleted, in this case visarga: (129v6).
• Gaps: I think gaps are marked by raised horizontal lines, such as (8v3),
denote a damaged section of the exemplar (or perhaps similar horizontal lines in the
exemplar), while blank space denotes a section that is simply missing (also blank) in
the exemplar.
• Rubrication: Rubrication is present over some of the chapter colophons, and some-
times used over da"$as to highlightmantra sections. SomadevaVasudeva has noted
that such use of rubrication can tell us what the scribe thought about how the text
should be subdivided, and is therefore a philologically useful tool. In the &rst half of
the text rubrication is not visible because only the black and white micro&lm images
are available. Rubrication is also occasionally used to highlight change of speaker.
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Transcription Example:
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Da “Devan"gar(A”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Devan!gar&
Medium: Paper
Condition: Very Good, slight damage fromwater, mold, and rodents
Size: 28cm x 12cm
Number of folios: 57
Lines per side: 8–10
Ak$aras per line: circa 40
Location Held: National Archives Kathmandu (NAK)
Micro&lmed: ngmpp b 120/3.
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: None.
Colophon: The manuscript has chapter colophons following the pattern of β (Cf.the
colophons of Prb.). The &rst and &fth chapter colophons are rubricated. Following the &-
nal chapter colophon are the words: K# a4h@rB h)<[#8'@# ∗∗∗∗i, which I take to essentially
mean that there is more to the text than what is given here. In Prb (in the same hand and
writing size) we have the following note on the starting page of chapter twenty: §#B )"%*h@rB
h)<[#8'@#i, meaning there was more to the text preceding that page. For a full explanation
see the Extra/Missing Folios section for Prb.
Extra/Missing Folios: No extra folios. The recto side of the &rst page has the stamp
of the Royal Archives, and the following written with a modern pen: title, NAK number,
and micro&lm reel number. The text is complete through chapter nineteen. The following
folios were not photographed by the editor and are supplied from themicro&lm: 5v–6r, 51v–
52r, and 55v–56r.
Scribal Features:
This is one of the more recent manuscripts. The script is very close tomodern Devan"gar%.
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• Aspectvaries fromstraight to right-slanted,with the latterbeingparticular from
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folio 39v onward. I originally thought this was a second hand, but I now believe
it is the result of a hastened job.
• Anusv!ra occasionally used in place of homorganic nasal.
•  used for c: 9;< for c9;< (only once, copying from Prb).
• Characters not Distinguished:
(31r2) = w vs. (32r5)= Z5.
(18v7) = % vs. (34v9) = i.
• Di'cult to Distinguish Characters: (32r4) = @# vs. (32r7) = ² vs. (31r5) = a.
• Missing Vowel Marker: Themanuscript uses a missing vowel marker similar to Palm.
The vowel to be supplied is invariably clear from context.
• Ornamentation and Binding: The manuscript has no ornamentation excepting a
few cases of rubricated chapter colophons. It has no cover and no binding.
• Deletion Strategies:
Themanuscript uses no fewer than &ve methods of deleting a mistaken syllable.
• The most common is the use of small tic marks similar to those used in Palm:
(37r7) = »+[[I]].
• Also very common is blacking out: (32v8) = Blackout with insertion
mark.
• Less common are the following:
(31r4)= X over partially erased ak'ara (Could this be evidence of the scribe’s
familiarity with the western habit of “x-ing” out? Or that of a second hand?).
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(33r2) = Ak'ara deleted with two horizontal lines above; supply marginal in-
sertion.
(41v5) = [[S'1]] (string of ak'aras deleted with dots).
• Gaps: Da leaves gaps as found in its exemplar Prb.
When Prb leaves empty space,Dawill do the same:
(Da22
v) vs.
(Prb34
v).
Likewise, when Prb writes horizontal lines, presumably marking ak'aras which are
illegible in β,Dawill likewise copy the lines:
(Da5
v4) vs.
(Prb9
v6).
• Rubrication: Chapter colophon rubrication used for pa)alas one and &ve.
(11v1)
This type of rubrication occurs sporadically. I am puzzled about why and how it is
done. (32v9). I do not know why the following “yellow rubri-
cation” was used here:
(19r9)
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DB “Devan"gar( B”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Devan!gar&
Medium: Paper
Condition: Excellent
Size: 29.5cm x 12cm
Number of folios: 88
Lines per side: 9
Ak$aras per line: circa 50
Location Held: Kaiser Library, Kathmandu; Access # 9/297
Micro&lmed: ngmpp c 30/16December 31st, 1973
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: David white makes a few broad references to the Kriy!k!lagu"ottara in his
2003 book, The Kiss of the Yogin&. He cites thismanuscript in his bibliography, but it is unclear
to what extent it was used in his work.
Colophon: Internal colophon at 81v3–4 copied directly from Palm133r5. Internal colophon
at 83r1–2 copied directly from Palm135
v4.
Extra/Missing Folios: none
Scribal Features:
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• The scribe is generally sloppy. Vir!ma and visarga are commonly left o*, partic-
ularly at the end of verses.
• Anusv!ra nearly always used in place of pre-consonantal nasal.
• Following Palm, the scribe sporadically uses ( for 3.
• After 4D gemination is generally not present.
• Space-&ller mark is a diagonal slash: (85v3).
• Da"$as are in a red ink (not visible as suchonmicro&lm), but sometimesomitted
or present in the middle of a verse.
• Occasionally both anusv!ra and full ; are used at word end.
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• Following Palm,  substitutes for c in c9;<.
• Indistinguishable and Di'cult to Distinguish Characters:
(35v6) = 1 vs. (35v4) = ) vs. (34v2) =  (Often not distinguished).
(31r5) = % vs. (31r4) = i (never distinguished).
(31r8) = - vs. (31r6) = # (can be di)cult to distinguish). (32r4) = r vs. (27v3)
= z1 (usually not distinguished).
(27r5) =  vs. (27r3) = µ (not distinguished).
• Notable Ligatures: (27r1) =®.
(27r4) = [r'.
Three ligatures for z1: (27r9), (27v3), (27v1).
• Ornamentation and Binding: The manuscript has no binding. It is held between
two boards, approximately 1/2 inches thick. The only ornamentation are three ,oral
symbols marking the end of the text: (88r8).
• Deletion: Ak'ara omitted with small dots above it: (36r5).
• Gaps:When ak'aras are illegible in Palm, the scribe writes horizontal lines:
(43v6).
• Rubrication: Only the &nal chapter colophon is rubricated.
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Dc “Devan"gar( C”
Title: Kriy!k!lagu"ottara
Script: Devan!gar&
Medium: Paper
Condition: Very good, slight damage fromwater, mold, and rodents.
Size: 30cm x 8.5cm
Number of folios: 88
Lines per side: 6–10, usually 8–9
Ak$aras per line: circa 54
Location Held: National Archives Kathmandu (NAK)
Micro&lmed: ngmpp a 149/2October 8th, 1971
Photographed by Author: July 28th, 2006
References: none
Colophon:Onthe folio labeled88, there is a colophonthat reads: 3<!;[#< (%*,S#_ W 8)':8IB
>> >> h5r(51' RRtE >>. I translate: “May all bewell for allmankind and for the scribe and reader.
Verse count = 2261.”
Extra/Missing Folios: Preceding the text are two folios of another text, possibly Sv!-
napar&k'!. The ordering of folios from 71v onward has changed since the manuscript was
micro&lmed. As of my &lming, the one line folio micro&lmed below 71v is located at the
bottomof the stack. I have not yet been able to sort out the correct numbering for the folios
after 71v. Folios referred to in the concordance re,ect the order of micro&lming.
Scribal Features:
• General Scribal Mannerisms
• On the &rst folio only, the manuscript appears to have been started by one per-
son (Lines 1–2), continued by another (Lines 2–5), and &nally continued by the
main scribe for the rest of the text. This puzzles me.
• Avagraha is seldom used in any of themanuscripts, but does occur in this one at
folio 22r3: = n u(A.
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• P.')ham!tra vowels are used occasionally, suggesting that they were present in
the script of an exemplar. (32v4) = W<5UY.
• Gemination after consonants occurs in all of the manuscripts consulted, how-
ever only in Dc do we get gemination before certain consonants. It is common
especially in the case of #D preceding 1 or (: (25v1) = -p1; (25v8) =
%(.
• Metathesis self-corrected by scribe: (1v8) = %53.
• The following is themanuscript’s space&ller/hyphenation symbol used sporad-
ically at the end of lines: (27r6).
• When sandhi dictates an 4D ending for third-person plural ¼B, it is often not writ-
ten.
• Conjunct reading order is sometimes reversed: (30r4) = )4[)45, but
looks like )4¥(45.
• Anusv!ra nearly always used in place of homorganic nasal preceding consonant.
• Indistinguishable and Di'cult to Distinguish Characters:
(26v3) = % vs. (27v4) = i (never distinguished).
(26v1) = Cp vs. (26v4) = C (seldom distinguished).
(26v3) = H vs. (26v1) = 3 (can be di)cult to distinguish).
(27v6) = ± vs. (28v1) = )" (very di)cult to distinguish).
• Notable Ligatures:
(27v2) (Normal 3<) vs. (25v3) (Unusual 3<).
T can be written with full  and hook 4D above. I previously took note of this, but have
been unable to &nd where it occurs.
(26r4) = 8'1O? All β manuscripts read a similar ligature. γ has 8'1O. For more
details and an example of this type of ligature in anothermanuscript, see Philological
Commentary, note to 9.08a.
An unique ligature for ?': (33r5).
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• SymbolswhoseMeanings areUnclear: Ahorizontal lineover a charactermaymean
a number of things. Here it seems tomark a point of insertion for amarginal reading:
(27v4). But here it must mean an uncertain ak'ara in the exemplar: (31v6). In
this latter case it is actually the wrong reading. Here Dc reads an uncertain 1 while
Prb, and Palm read the assumedly correct ^.
Here we have a symbol whose meaning is not clear to me: (12r7–8).
The symbol on the lower linemay indicate that the scribe intended to drop the K, but
it does not resemble an avagraha.
• Ornamentation and Binding: The manuscript is not bound, it has no extra cover,
and has no ornamentation.
• Deletion Strategies: Dots over an ak'aramark it’s deletion: (32v8). Here we have
a very long deletionwith small vertical tickmarks on each ak'ara and a horizontal line
crossing out the entire string:
(32r5).
• Gaps: Like most of the other manuscripts, Dc uses horizontal lines to indicate the
space of an illegible ak'ara, and blank space where there was lacunae in the exemplar.
• Rubrication: Themanuscript has no rubrication.
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The Relationships among theManuscripts
54
Explanation of the Stemma Chart
Theprecedingchart graphically represents the interrelationshipsof theactual andcon-
jectured manuscripts of the Kriy!k!lagu"ottarawhich have survived. The manuscript listed
as “Jammu,” is a seven folio sectionheld at theRaghun"thaTempleLibrary in Jammu.46 I am
also investigating a reported sixteen foliomanuscript, possibly held at the BibliothèqueNa-
tionale inParis. Tomyknowledge these are theonlyextantmanuscriptsof theKriy!k!lagu"ot-
tara.
Let me begin by explaining the conventions of the stemma chart. The three rounded
&elds are a lighter color and delineated with broken lines. These represent conjectured hy-
parchetypes (namely Sigma, Gamma, and Beta) rather than extant manuscripts. The trans-
mission between these hyparchetypes and the extant Nepalese manuscripts may include a
number of intermediaries, therefore the lines connecting them are broken. Cases of direct
descendants (such asDb fromPalm), aremarkedby a bold black arrow. Thismeans the “child”
manuscript copied directly from the “parent.”
The time line is for the reader’s convenience, however I should note that the chart is
not vertically precise. That is to say, I have no formula such as “1/2 inch = 100 years” as one
might expect in a time line. For this reason, the dates are linked to their respective texts by
a broken grey line.47 Themanuscripts not tied to a date fall somewhere in the range one the
line, but precisely where cannot be determined at this time.
Rationale for the Relationships Depicted in the Stemma Chart
γ and β are Separate Branches of Σ
It is evident fromthemost cursory surveyofvariants, that the extantNepalesemanuscripts
fall into two groups, one descended from Gamma, and one descended from Beta. We can
infer that the two are related by way of their hyparchetype Sigma, because of a number of
conjunctive errors.
46Special thanks to Dr. R"mk0+#a %ukla for traveling to Jammu and photographing this manuscript on
my behalf.
47Note that the date 1353 ce assigned to β is tentative. It is actually the date found on manuscript Prb, but
I have concluded that Prb cannot possibly be this old, and that it is likely copying the date of its exemplar, in
this case theorized to be β.
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Consider the corrupt 9.17b with its various non-sensical readings. It seems that Sigma
con,ated this p!dawith that of 9.18b. Consider 9.30c, wherewe have allmanuscripts hyper-
metrically reading “!pP1%S*[1.” Also consider the unanimous reading “8;9U?5” at 10.05cwhich
surelymust be emended to “8;9U?<5.”Additionallywehavea verse in chapter 10 (whichwould
have been numbered 10.07) missing from all themanuscripts. Although it is notmarked as
missing in any of the manuscripts, it is contextually necessary. Verse 10.05 instructs the
positioning of the seat and implements of a Brahman in the Northeast; verse 10.06 that of
a K+atriya in the Southeast; and verse 10.08 that of a $'dra in the Northwest. The seat and
implements of a Vai.ya in the Southwest should have been present between 10.06 and 10.08
based on the counter-clockwise enumeration of the text. Thus we have established that all
the manuscripts have errors in common and therefore have a common ancestor–Sigma.
Palm is the “Child” of the hyparchetype γ
Proving the existence of the Gamma hyparchetype is not as simple. As SomadevaVa-
sudeva has often reminded me, there is an aesthetically pleasing yet erroneous desire for
the stemma to always branch into two.48 We must ask ourselves: “Why could Palm not be
copying directly from β? Do we need γ as a hyparchetype?” One piece of evidence for γ
although admittedly not &rm proof, is a series of illegible characters in the hyparchetype
of Palm, which Palmmarks as horizontal lines (Palm 142
r1). Neither Prb (160
v3) norDc (86
r1) are
missing the syllables, therefore β must have the complete verse, andΣwould also be com-
plete. Apossible criticismof this hypothesis is thatΣwasmissing the text, butβ improvised
a reading to &ll the lacuna. However one thing we can be sure about is that Palm is not copy-
48According toHaugen2003, the tendencywas&rst exposedby JosephBédier in his 1928 articleLa tradition
manuscrite du Lai de l’Ombre. Ré0exions sur l’art d’éditer les anciens textes. He had published two editions of the Old
French Lai de l’Ombre, and in each he struggled to come to termswith the structure of themanuscript stemma.
Haugen does an excellent job of summarizing Bédier’s important conclusion, and I will only give the barest
overview. Bédier realized that 105 out of the 110 stemmas ofOld French textual traditionswere two branched
and he exclaimed “Sylva Portentosa!,” What a remarkable forest of only two-branched trees (Haugen 2003, 9)!
The editors tend to &nd parallels within two manuscripts of a three-branched stemma, and link them via a
hyparchetype. Thismaneuver reduces theworking stemma to the two-branchedmodel, leaving the choice of
reading to the editor. With a three-branched stemma the editor would be obligated to readwhichever reading
is supported by twoof themanuscripts. I have to admit thatmy stemma is, on a practical level, two-branched,
but I believe this accurately re,ects the evidence. With Bédier’s exposé in mind, I have struggled to come
up with alternative arrangements of the stemma, but I could not &nd any other structure that matches the
evidence.
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ing from a lacunose β, because Prb andDc independently read a complete verse. Therefore
it is likely that these illegible syllables re,ect a manuscript that is intermediary between Σ
and Palm, and we can call that manuscript γ.
Db and Pra are the “Children” of Palm
Manuscript Db and Pra are clearly the children of Palm. This is evident from countless
major andminor mistakes in Palm, carried through to Pra andDb, that do not occur in the β
manuscripts. Take the opening words of chapter 9 for example. In Palm there is a mistake:
“[[!"5]]j #< !"#'2F)' ;@H'.” Now the scribe of Palm caught himself and deleted the extra syllable
with a tiny vertical dashmark, butDb and Pra did not understand, as is evident in their vari-
ants.
Andwith the &nal word of the chapter we get another piece
Figure 0.4: Palm 47
r5
of evidence by looking closely at Palm’s reading “8'j#D” against β ’s
“8'4j#D.” Figure 0.4 showswhyDb and Pra read the evenmore cor-
rupt “8'jn.” Note that Db and Pra read the vir!ma of the previous
line as an extra e-k!ra of “8'j#D.” For Db we also have the case of
missing text precisely equal to one line of Palm. Thus, the eye of
Db’s scribe simply skipped to the following line while copying.
Dc and Prb are the “Children” of the hyparchetype β
Now to demonstrate the existence of the Beta hyparchetype is relatively simple. We
need simply show that Dc and Prb share errors, and that neither is copying directly from
the other. Take for example 9.14a, which corruptly reads 8?8?b- -;I in the Beta-derived
manuscripts. Also, in the Rak'!pa)ala (Chapter 24), the Beta group shares a very lacunose
section which is not missing in the Gamma group: Dc 65
v–66rand Prb 116
v–117r.
We can be certain that Prb is not copying from Dc nor vice-versa because often Dc is
missing more text in the lacunose sections of the Beta group. This clearly demonstrates
that Dc is not the exemplar of Prb . It also suggests that Dc was copying from a later, more
damaged formof theβ exemplar. Take as an example the opening of the third pa)ala (Prb 7v–
8v;Dc 4
v–5r).
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Da as the “Child” of Prb
The &nal relationship to be demonstrated is that of Da and Prb. We have a comment
written in the same hand on both Da and Prb. In the case of the former it is on the &nal
page of the (incomplete) manuscript and in the case of the latter it is on the &rst page of the
latter half of the text not copied by Da. For a full explanation, see the colophon section in
the description of manuscript Prb.
Aside from this very plain evidence that Da copied from Prb, we also have numerous
shared lacunae. Cf.Da22
v and Prb34
v.
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Editorial Policies
Choice among Signi&cant Variants
The job of the critical editor is similar to that of a judge. The witnesses, in our case
manuscripts, each o*er “testimony” on which the editor must base his reconstruction of
the story. Naturally one tries to discern which witnesses are the most reliable. But this is
not always as straightforward as onemay suppose.
Whilephotographing the&vemanuscriptsof theKriy!k!lagu"ottaraheld at theNational
Archives, Kathmandu, I was approached by a senior sta*member. Hewanted to knowwhy
I was wasting my time and money photographing all of these di*erent manuscripts of the
same text. He suggested that I pick the best one and work from that. But the problem is
knowing which is the best, and de&ning what it means to be the best. If I had chosen Db,
a beautiful Devan"gar% manuscript in excellent condition, I would be stuck with the most
corruptmanuscript of the text. Truly, one cannot determine which is the best without &rst
working intensively with all of them, collating the readings of a large section of text, and
determining the stemmatic relationships.
On thebasisof evidencedepicted in the stemma, I takePalm,Prb, andDcas themanuscripts
whose readings carry the most weight, precisely because they are not copies of any extant
manuscripts. Db and Pra are copies of Palm, andmore often than not their readings are iden-
tical to or corrupted from Palm. The same is true forDa as a copy of Prb. Thus when variants
within these three principalmanuscripts occur, we have to come to termswith them. If Prb
andDc agree–which is often the case because they have a common exemplar in β–we sim-
ply have tomake the choice between the reading of Palm and β. When Prb andDc disagree, a
choice must also be made about how to reconstruct β.
Somemay question thismethodology as too eclectic. Theymay suggest choosing one
manuscript, such as Palm, and using it as the default when variants are of equal merit. This is
a more sophisticated version of the copy-text or best-textmethod of textual criticism hinted
at by theNational Archives sta*member. Thismethodmaywork in certain circumstances.
For example, if one has many manuscripts of a Kashmiri $aiva text, and on early Nepalese
manuscript, one might prefer the Nepalese because in general early Nepalese manuscripts
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tend to preserve Ai.a forms. Nevertheless, the best-textmethod would be of little use in the
present edition.
Part of the problem is determining what equal merit is. I collected a list of the signif-
icant variants in the &rst ten verses, and saw that I have preferred γ eight times and β nine
times. In each case I give a note detailing the rationale for the choice of variant or emenda-
tion in the main text. I would not classify any of these variants as readings of equal merit
because in each case I chose or emended to the reading most likely to be original based on
the evidence and context.
I employ the well-known principle of lectio di1cilior potior, however its application is
not as straightforward as many who do not edit texts believe. One must note the &ne line
between a di)cult reading and a corrupt one. In 9.03b for example, we have the choice be-
tween @;a' in β, and P)²' in γ. In this case the former is certainly di)cult tomakework in
the context, and the latter perfectly natural; but other factors have to be weighed, and there
is little point in publishing a text which does not make sense. Re,ection and experience
with manuscripts will show that a scribal error and not a true lectio di1cilior is the source
of the variant. The ligatures for @; and @) are not always easy to distinguish in handwritten
documents in these scripts. The same is true for the ligatures a and ². We have a true lectio
di1cilior in γ’s .d)'2/ (9.08c). This is a word that seldomoccurs in the language in this form.
Dictionaries attest a base noun .d)/, but not .d). If we take the meaning as “examples,
representations” we have a solid reading. However it seems that β did not accept .d)'2/ as
a proper word and changed it to [%d½/. [%d½/ does not lend much meaning to the verse,
and leaves a generally transitive verb without an object, thus we can accept that .d)'2/was
the original reading.
Standardization
The text is generally respected for its idiosyncrasies of grammar in many cases such
as non-application of sandhi, incorrect verb forms, and non-standard nominal declensions.
However there are a large number of features that have been standardized for the con-
venience of the reader, even though it is possible that the text never had such strict con-
ventions. First of all, manuscripts do not give spaces between words, and the edition has
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taken the liberty to do so, therefore one should note that the division of words is edito-
rial and thus subject to error. Verses are often, but not always separated by da"$as in the
manuscripts, but in the edition they are consistently delineated. Section titles are added by
the editor. The manuscripts almost always use anusv!ra in place of the homorganic nasal,
and this has been silently emendedby the editor, except in the case of upasargas. Gemination
is silently emended, as is degemination, con,ation of 3 and (, avagraha, and anusv!rawhere
sandhiwould dictate a full ;D. The editor considers di*erences in the preceding list of silently
emended items to be non-variants, but the idiosyncrasies of each manuscript are reported
in the apparatuswhen true variation is also present. For example in 9.02a, the edition reads
;@H' $%&'L and the apparatus reports that this is the reading of Prb. It actually reads ;5H'
$%&'L, but the editor does not deem the di*erence signi&cant enough to be considered a
variant. However when a word or phrase is rejected from the main text, its idiosyncrasies
are reported. In the same p!da for example,Da reads ;5H$%&'L, and is reported exactly so, be-
cause there is no need to formalize the use of anusv!ra in this case. It is considered a variant
because of the shortened a vowel, not because of the use of anusv!ra.
Correction, Emendation, and Conjecture
A correction is similar to an emendation, but is con&ned to spelling or case-marker
errors. Corrections may be removal of corruption, but may also be part of the edition’s
standardization agenda. The editionmakes thirty-&ve corrections in the ninth chapter, and
the majority are simply adding or removing visarga according to proper sandhi. Corrections
are not discussed in the notes unless relevant.
An emendation is when the text has been changed with a mid to high level of con&-
dence that somecorruptionpresent in all of themanuscripts has been removed. The edition
has made twenty-two emendations in the ninth chapter. Each emendation is backed up by
an endnote detailing the editor’s rationale.
Conjecture is only used when the text does not make sense or is unmetrical in all of
themanuscripts. It is similar to an emendation in that its purpose is to remove corruption,
but the level of con&dence in the conjecture is low. There are only three conjectures in the
ninth chapter and notes are given for each.
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Conventions of the Layout
The edition is divided into the following sections:
• The main text with verse number at the end and to the right of each verse, line num-
bers in increments of &ve to the left of the verses, and corresponding page in each
manuscript in the right margin.
• On the &rst page of the chapter, the topmost register of the apparatus is reserved for
sigla and longer lacunae. Below the topmost register on the &rst page, and in the top-
most register on every subsequent page, is the &eld for testimonia and textual har-
monies considered important enough to be placed on the main page rather than in
an endnote.
• The largest register is located below this and gives the variants by line number. Note
that one line may have several variants, so the reader must check that the lemma is
the one desired.
• The bottom register, if present, is for comment about the text that may be necessary
for the reader to immediately understand themain text. Comments not immediately
necessary, and those concerning variation, are given in the philological commentary.
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Abbreviations
Σ = All manuscripts share reading; also used to refer to the common ancestor of extant
manuscripts.
γ = Palm, Pra,Db; also refers to the archetype of Palm.
β=Dc, Prb,Da; also refers to the archetype of Prb&Dc.
Palm = ngmpp b 25/32
Da = ngmpp b 120/3
Pra = ngmpp b 119/5
Db = ngmpp c 30/16
Dc = ngmpp a 149/2
Prb = ngmpp e 2189/6
hxyzi = xyz are uncertain syllables; also used to represent the “vowel wildcard”mark used in
the manuscripts.
[[e]] = e is omitted propia manu
†xyz† = xyz passage is corrupt
2 = represents hyphenationmarks used by scribes at end of line or before binding gap.
- = within edition used to clarify non-standard vowel sandhi.
hypomet. = the variant makes the verse hypometrical
hypermet. = the variant makes the verse hypermetrical
unmet. = the variant makes the verse unmetrical
propia manu
= reading is written by the original scribe
secunda manu
= reading is written by a second hand
om. = omitted
em. = emendation
em. Vasudeva = emendation suggested by Vasudeva
conj. = conjecture
corr. = correction
∗ = illegible syllable
dxyzemarg. = reading xyz supplied in margin
va2de1 = deva (metathesis of syllables self-corrected by scribe.)
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65
!"#$%&'() *+,*-.() /&0%1*2
3%456) 7&%8
! "# $%"&'()& *+,& -./&0 .12$3.4 5
627 89:;)< = >&*?@)AB )1CD)1CEF 5
5 E*G )%4& HC&IC&>< ECHI. JK&L"M 55 N 55
9:$ 7&%8
*+,&0 -.-.(& .@K OB*&(**3H*&M 5
627 E*G -PH&;)*=G>< = )1CD)1CEF 5 Palm 43r
10 O@)'B'Q-.(& 627 "&'RS?( K*&K"M 55 T 55 Dc 26r
OB*&M 'U.U'VWH&*#@)R& *+,-./H& 5 Pra 27v
*3H*& ** E&! "# 6 XY&M )-ZE[\""&M 55 ] 55 Db27v
LUE?^_I"# *+,&:7 -./&0&`HJ*&:"M 5 Prb 48v
1 Σ = All MSS; β =DcDaPrb; γ = PalmDbPra; γ–6c, 7b–.
8 *+,&0 -.-.(&… ] Cf. Ni!v"satattvasa#graha 12.48 “*+,&0 "1-.(& J?V& OB*&(**3H*&M.”
3 ! "# ] corr., [[$%]]! "# Palm, $%<! "# Db hypermet., $%! " Pra hypermet., ! 6 β 3 *+,& -./&0 ] Prb, *<,-./&0
Da, *<,& -./& = γ, *<,& a./&0 Dc 3 .12$3.4 ] corr., .12$3.4M γ, -.2b&-Z:&M β 4 c;)< ] β, c$%"< γ 4
>&*?@)AB ] PalmDc, >&*?@)'B Pra, >&*?@)dB PrbDa, >&*?@)'Bhei Db 4 )1CD)1CEF ] βDbPra, )1CE)1CEF Palm
5 ECHI. JK&L"M ] βPalmPra, ECHIH I.JU[L"MDb 7 fgZ ] βPalm, hgZ Pra, hI.Z Db 8 -.-.(& ]
PalmPraPrbDa, -.-.(? Dc, -.-.( Db 8 OB*&c ] βPalmPra, OBK&c Db 8 c*3H*&M ] γ, c*3H*& β 9
)1CD)1CEF ] βPraDb, )1CE)1CE Palm 10 O@)'B'Q-.(& ] em., O@)'B'Q(& PalmPra hypomet., O@)'B'Q(
Db hypomet., O@)'B-,-.(&>F PrbDa, Oi)'B-,-.(7 Dc 10 "&'RS?( ] corr., "7 ->S?( Da, "7 ->S?( K Dc
hypermet., "7 ->=?( Prb, ->S?(H Palm, ->S?( Db hypomet., ->j(H Pra 10 K*&K"M ] βPalmDb, H*&K"M
Pra 11 OB*&M ] corr., OB*& γDcPrb, O[[∗]]B*& Da 11 O@)R& ] γ, O+*B& β 11 *+,-./H& ] γPrbDa,
*<,-.kHH& Dc 12 ** E&! "# ] DcDa, ** E&∗ld!e"# Prbmarg., *E&H&-> | PalmPra, *E&H&-" Db 12 XY&M ]
β, XY& γ 12 )-ZE[\""&M ] βPalmPra, )-ZE[mB"& Db 13 -./&UF ] γPrbDa, -.kH&UF Dc
6 In 9.01e For nominative plurals functioning as grammatical objects, which is permissible in Ai!a Sanskrit,
see note in Philological Commentary. Cf. also note to 9.02e.
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'U.64&M K*#@)R&M KnG =&*?oUVHM 55 p 55
15 XY&0q. rK<sH&"&I6 t-) *+,&M JE[\""&M 5
** uv K*#@)R&M -PH&wu )1CD)1CEF 55 x 55
*3H*&I6 "# y[H+6 K.GE*GK# 2z*#{ 5
r(*& u.E&!G2# j'=|}.&0 ub"M 55 ~ 55
*+,;)&M 'IC"&M KnG I.-K&+62# =?-L"&M 5
20 HIH ;)< HC&J?V< -PH& E*G )1CD)1CEF 55  55
"IH "B&L1U< E*G E&H ;)< > K<UHM 5
6 r&sH&'* J;)&': ->S?( 'U'{.&b> 55  55
)#Z&–*F–K[+*b&.[H E8-" -.#"M 5 Da 31v
Z&4&>? L&>n+Y&:7 JC*? H?(-.P*M 55  55
25 HL& 4&"? b-ZG& &z*3H->MK1" 5 Palm 43v
""? E88*3HIC< )-""M InL? :M 55 N 55 Prb 49r
"'I*&"? *b&.[H L&>.? ZV8?=>M 5
*b&Ki.? *b&.[H r.3H? u.L&>.qM 55 NN 55
14 K*#@)R&M KnG =&*?oUVHM ] Cf. S"rdhatri!atik"lottara 22.11cd: “J&K&L&4K*#@)R&M KnG =&*?oUVHM 5”
14 'U.64&M ] corr., 'U.64& Σ 14 K*#@)R&M ] corr., K*#@)R& Σ 14 =&*?oUVHM ] βPalmDb, =&*?/UVHM
Pra 15 rK<sH&"&KF ] corr., rK<sH&"& β, K*&sH&"& γ 15 6 t-) *+,&M JE[\""&M ] γ, 6 *<,&M )-ZE[mB"&M β
16 K*#@)R&M ] corr., K*#@)R& Σ 16 wu ] γDcPrb, wu[[?]] Da 16 )1CD)1CEF ] βPalmDb, )1CE)1CEF Pra
17 "# ] PalmPra, ># Db, I"# β 17 cE*GK# ] DcPrb, cE*K#Da, cE*GI"# γ 17 2z*#{ ] Dc, 2z*#{M γDa, {z*#{M
Prb 19 *+,;)&M ] corr., *<,;)& β, om. γ 19 =?-L"&M ] γDcPrb, -L"&M Da 20 HIH ] β, KHyF γ
20 HC&J?V< ] β, "C&J?V< γ 20 -PH& ] βPalmDb, -EH& Pra 20 )1CD)1CEF ] DcPrbPraDb, )1CE)1CEF Palm,
JCDJCEF Da 21 ""F ] β, "< γ 21 E&H ] PalmPra, E&HGc Db, E&/< β 22 ] 6 r&sH&'* em., 6>&sH&'*
PalmDb, ">&sH&'* Pra, r&sH&'* 6 β 22 J;)&': ] γ, I.;: β 22 ->S?( ] γDcDa, ->=?( Prb 22
'U'{.&b> ] corr., 'U'{.&b>M Σ 23 –*F–K[>F em., –*F–U[ γ,=&K[>F PrbDa, .&&K[>F Dc 23 E8-"
] β, E&8*[-" PalmPra, E&8*[-" Db hypomet. 24 Z&4&>? ] βPalmPra, Z&4& $? Db 24 L&>n+Y&:7 ]
βPalmPra, L&>Y& Db 24 H?(-.P*M ] βPalmPra, H?(-.*M Db hypomet. 25 b-ZG& ] γ, b-Z DcDa,
b-ZZF Prb 25 c->MK1" ] corr., ->K1" β unmet., c->yG"&M γ 26 E88*3HIC< ] β, E8E8< *3! γ 26
)-""M ] β, )-"-""M γ hypermet. 26 InL? :M ] conj. unmet., InL :M γ unmet., InL :} β unmet.
27 "'I*&"? ] β, "'I*>4&"? γ hypermet. 28 *b&Ki.? ] β, ""? *b&K@.? γ hypermet. 28 r.3H? ]
PalmDcPra, r.(? PrbDa, r.sH& Db 28 u.L&>.qM ] γDcPrb, u.L&>.q Da
14 c64&M ] For Ai!a plural use of tej"$, cf. Kubjik"mata 15,47c. Goudriaan and Schoterman 1988: 74 de-
scribes the form as “Thematization of stems on -s.” Cf. also cf. Brahm"%&apur"%a 1,35.7a, where the editor re-
marks “rL<"@.*&2G*F 5,” i.e “the r declension is permissible as a usage of the sages” (Sarma 1983: 69v). 17
j'=|}.&0 ub"M ] This p"da and most of the next line are missing in γ; they read “u.E&!G2# =?-L"&M 5” which
is of course hypometrical if taken together. 23 –*F–K[>F ] See endnote to 9.09a. 23 E8-" ] for
Ai!a “double-sandhi”/elision of nominative before iti), see Goodall 1998: lxviii. For further discussion of the
variants, see Philological Commentary.
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K = .q u.U,#0 K<4&"? E&8)HGH&"F 5
30 6> u.&M Ky+(. -2L&>.Z&9K&M 55 NT 55
,&-K"&I6> .[: &/& rK#Z&M K#Z&M 5
y@H ** )#Z"? .< -.&)H'+" 6 55 N] 55
“E8>?;)IH L&>.? L&>.&'()M5
r.3HM K.G$%"&>7 *b&.[HG)Z&P*M 55 Np 55 Db 28r
35 rK? u.Lq@H&>&*12[:7 = *b&")&*F 5 Pra 28r
r`KZqM -Ky+(.G-C"#< >q. UDH6 55 Nx 55 Dc 26v
>&'U"&I6> unU O)&H< EX UZ 5”
"& L1 ¡& u."& $["& *b[UH*b&'UZ&M55 N~ 55
,&H:[ K.Gu.&>7 †U#&H#< J.\""#*F† 5 Palm 44r
40 6> K&( *H& H#< K<4&"< $[2:< *b"F 55 N 55
-L< .2GU"< K&< *b&H#< J.\""*F 5
""M P?(< *H& E¢@.& Z&.< E¢@.& K#L&X:*F 55 N 55
'4£7 = 8&8-H@.& "# 8?$< U?':"$?4 5
37 >&'U"&I6>  unU  O)&H<  EX  UZ ] Cf. Kriy"k"lagu%ottara Palm (fol. 126r1–2) “.L+6  Z9  unU  O)&H<  EX
K%'8>M[sic].” 38 "& L1 ¡& u."& $["& ] Cf. Kriy"k"lagu%ottara Palm (fol. 126r1): “"7 L1 ¡& u"& [sic] $["& **
KZ:&*&y"&M 55.” 42 ""M P?(< *H& E¢@.& Z&.< E¢@.& K#L&X:*F ] Cf. Kriy"k"lagu%ottara Palm (fol. 125v5) “""?
Z&.K*#@)R&M KP& ZV8?=>&M 5.”
29 cU,#UF ] PrbDa, cUhKi,#Dc hypermet., cUPUF γ 29 K<4&"? ] β, K<H&"? γ 29 E&8)HGH&"F ] PalmPraDc,
E&8)HGH&>F PrbDa, E&8)HG!H& Db 30 6> ] βPalmPra, > Db 30 u.&M ] β, u.h&i[[lU O)&H<]] Palm, u.?U
O)&H< PraDb hypermet. 30 Ky+(. ] γ, Ky+(.M β 31 ,&-K"&KF ] corr., ,&-K"& Σ 31 rK#Z&M ] Dc,
rK#Z& γPrbDa 32 y@H ] β, y@H = γ hypermet. 32 .< -.c ] γ, .< = β 33 E8>?;)IH ]
PalmDb, E8U?>?;)IH Pra, E8E8> >*? β unmet. 33 L&>.&'()M ] γPrbDa, L&>.&'(MDc hypomet. 34
c)Z&P*M ] β, c)Z&P*&M γ 35 rK? ] PalmDb, rK& Pra, rUDH? β 35 cLq@H&>&*F ] βDb, cu@H&>7 PalmPra
35 2[:7 ] DcPrb, -2:7 Da, K.:7 γ 35 *b&")&*F ] β, *&"hi Palm, *&"¤ Db, *&"! Pra 36 cy+(.ZF ]
Dc, cy7(.ZF Prb, cy7(. Da, cy+(¥.q Pra, cy+(. PalmDb 36 -C"#< ] βPalmPra, -C>#< Db 36 UDH6 ] β,
KhDHi6 PalmPra, K6Db 37 >&'U"&KF ] corr., >&-K"& γ, ,&-K"& β 37 6> ] βPra, 6> 6> PalmDb hypermet.
37 UZ ] β, K<EZM γ 38 "& ] em., 6 βPalmDb, " Pra 38 L1 ¡& ] βPra, L1 & PalmDb 38 u."& $["&
*b[UH*b&'UZ&M ] em.Vasudeva, u.& $["& *b[2H*b&'UZ&M PalmDb hypomet., u.& $["& *b[2H*b&'U.&M Pra
hypomet., u."& $["&–*–$[2H *H& -yZ& β 39 cu.&>7 ] βPalmPra, cL.&>7Db 39 U#&H#< J.\""#*F ] conj.,
*#V¡& H#< J.\""#< Dc, *#V¡& H#3H< J.mB"< PrbDa, h*#i&H#< dJ∗∗∗∗ePalmmarg., K#&H#< Pra hypomet., *#¦Z)#.< Db
hypomet. 40 K& ] Da, K&G DcPrb, K.G γ 40 $[2:< ] γDc, $%2>< PrbDa 40 *b"F ] DaPraPrb, *b"
PalmDbDc 41 -L< ] βPalmPra, L[< Db 41 cU"< ] γDcPrb, cUK"<Da 42 K#L&X:*F ] βPalmDb, c`K# L&X:<
Pra 43 U?':"c ] β, K?->"c γ
33 E8>?;)IH ] I dissolve the string of characters as E8>? +O;)IH. For “ ? +O→ ? ” as Ai!a double-
sandhi see Goodall 1998: lxviii. 36 r`KZqM ] This is an Ai!a form of r`KZKF that follows the declension of
masculine “a” stem nouns.
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6> >&u> K<,I"& *?b< u.&–*F–O)&y"&M 55 N 55
45 )&-""< L&>.< P§Z< H&.@)¨H&'* =&"M 5
*?b&)R? b-ZG& K-h+Y? u.L&>.&M 55 T 55
*& $[©H" )#>.=& *H&`H#V&I""I""M 5 Da 32r
.*&g&-K"&M KnG )¨H+6 JC*&'()&M 55 TN 55
*b&E&H& *b&.[HM E&8EªH&'«.=GK& 5
50 >&>&;)(Z& *+,& >&>&$Z:$%-2"&M55 TT 55
>&>&JbZ:&bI"& OLH&E¬K*J$&M 5
$[*.D,&0 -)­&9&M {&LH+" h*< 4y"F 55 T] 55 Prb 50r
r+H&-> Q[Kb®&': -L&>7 E&*;-):&*F 5
"&K7 *3! *b&.[HM )#X2&M E&*;-):M 55 Tp 55 Palm 44v
55 "&+L1 ¡& u."& $["&M J8&)-H"#*#/"&M 5
)1¯°'+" K-b"&M“-E±"²'SE&H6 55 Tx 55
9?$H+"? 4y@K. k.8-¦/#@K*J$&M” 5 Db 28v
'$I"# ,&-K"& u.&M E)6 -.£8&>>&M 55 T~ 55
44 >&u> ] βPalmPra, >&u Db 44 *?b< ] βPalmPra, *&b< Db 44 u.&–*F– ] γ, u.& β 44
O)&y"&M ] γDcPrb, O)&y"& Da 45 L&>.< ] β, L&>< γ unmet. 45 P§Z< ] βPalmPra, PZ Db 45 H&."F ]
β, H."F γ 45 )¨H&'* ] PalmDbDcPrb, )0&'* Da, )h+@H&i'* Pra 46 *?b&)R? ] PalmPrb, *?bh&i)R?
Da, *?b&)R Dc, *&b&)R? PraDb 46 K-h+Y? ] PalmDb, *-h+Y? Pra, K-h<Y& β 46 cL&>.&M ] γDcPrb,
cL&>.& Da 47 $[©H" ] DcDa, ©H2$[1" Prb, $[©H  = γ 47 ""I""M ] corr., "d"eI""M Palmmarg.,
"I""M PraDb hypomet., ""M )#Z& Dc, ""M )#Z&M PrbDa 48 .*F ] β, 2–*F–γ 48 r&g&-K"&M ] γDc,
r&0&-K"&M PrbDa 48 )¨H+6 ] PalmPra, )¨HI6 Db, )¨H6 β 48 JC*&'()&M ] β, JC*&-L)&M PalmDb,
JC*&-L:M Pra 49 *b&E&H& ] β, *b&E&Hc γ 49 *b&.[HM ] corr., *b&.[H γDcPrb, *b&.[H[[?]]Da 49
E&8Eª)&'«.=GK& ] DcPrb, E&8E&ª)h&i'«.=GK& Da, E&8E&8'«.=GK&M γ 50 c;)(Z& ] βPalmPra, c;)< (Z&
Db 50 c$Z:c ] βPalmDb, cZ³c Pra hypomet. 51 >&>&JbZ:&c ] PalmPra, >&>&JbZ:} Db, >&>&bZ:&c β
51 bI"& ] γDcPrb, bI"h&i Da 51 OLH&E¬c ] PalmPra, OLH&EcDb, OLH&EDcPrb, OLH&E[Da 51 K*J$&M ]
γDcPrb, K*J$7 Da 52 c.D,&0 ] PalmPra, c.P&0 Db, c.D,&I"# DcPrb, c.V&I"# Da 52 -)­&9&M ] corr.,
-)­&9& Σ 52 {&LH+" ] corr., {&LH+"& DcPrb, {&LH+"h&iDa, {&LH+@H& γ 52 h*< ] γPrb, h∗*< Da,
h*7 Dc 53 Kb®&': ] DcPrb, Kb&®&': Da, Kb&': PalmDb, Kb&-> Pra 54 "&K7 ] γPrb, "&K& DcDa
54 *b&.[HM ] corr., *b&.[H βPra, *b&.[H PalmDb 54 )#X2&M ] β, )X2& γ 55 L1 ¡& ] βPalmPra,
L1 & Db 55 $["&M ] corr., $["& Σ 55 J8&)-H"#*F ] corr., J8&)-H"# γ, J)&8!"#*F PrbDa, J)&8-H"#*F
Dc 55 O/"&M ] β, "&M γ hypomet. 56 )1¯°'+" ] β, J°<-" γ 56 cK-b"&M ] corr., cK-b"& β, cK&-b"&
γ 56 -E±"²'SE&H6 ] em.Vasudeva, -E±L<-.E&HG6 PalmPra hypomet., -E±L< [[aE]]-.E&HG6 Db hypomet.,
-E±"L< 5 -.E&)6 Dc, -E±"L<-.E&)6 PrbDa 57 9?$H+"? ] corr., 9?$H+"< PalmDa, 9?$H+"<dB<e Prbmarg.,
9}$H<"< Dc, 9$H+"< PraDb 57 k.8-¦/#@K*J$&M ] Dc, k.8-¦/#Kd@Ke *J$&M Prbmarg., k.8-¦/#K*J$7 Da,
k.8[[/#]]-¦/#k.8-¦/#K*J$&M Palm, k.8/#'/#k.8-¦/#K*J$&M Pra,k.8/#' /#k.8-¦/#k.-¦/#K*J$&M Db 58
'$KF ] βPalmPra, -ZKF Db 58 ,&-K"& ] β, "&-K"& PalmPra, >&-K"& Db 58 u.&M ] corr., u.& β, om. γ
58 E)6 ] β, .& E)6 Palm hypomet., =&E+H6 Pra, .& EIH6 Db 58 -.£8&>>&M ] corr., -.£8&>>& γDcDa,
'=£8&>>& Prb
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)#>XV& *H& 6 "# ([Z&'I" +"# u."&M 5 Pra 28v
60 *+,&0 Kb -./&'$\>MK1"& ** ub"M 55 T 55 Dc 27r
1%*;<=>5
P?(} P?(}gZ? 4&"? Z&n .q {´Z&.:M 5
ym46 to?Z*+,I"# (#"y&,} k.gZM 55 T 55
'4£H& 8&8 =q. b&b&ULE¢6> "# 5
65 u.,&K? *b&*+, O@)R? )&.EJ$M 55 T 55
6 )µ *b&*+,& O@)R& ** ub"M 5 Prb 50v
E?-^E?-^I"# *+,&:7 -./&>7 = "Cq. = 5
)-Z.&Z? $1@H.yG 627 .U.\">M 55 ] 55
70 ?@ 7&%8
6 *+,& *b&.[H r*?o&M E&*;-):M 5 Palm 45r
". .[HGK*&M KnG ". 64MK*J$&M 5
Z9+@!6 4y|}. H& ". UZ 55 ]N 55 Da 32v
""? & *H& LB& *+,&:7 XY;-):7 5
65 u.,&K? *b&*+, ] Cf. K"lottara 2r5 (the context is a list of mantras): “u.,&K< = K%,&K< K&.Z< E&8K&.Z*F 55.”
Cf.Manavin"yakavratavidhi (I 27/7) folio. 2v7(the context is a list of deities to pay homage to): “¶ u.,&K&H >*M
55”
59 )#>ZF ] βPalmPra, )#:ZF Db 59 OV& ] β, rV& γ 59 "# ] βPalmPra, >#Db 59 ([Z&KF ] β, ([Z& Pra,
.[Z& PalmDb 59 -" +"# ] β, -" '+" γ 60 *+,&0 Kb -./&'$ZF ] corr., *+,&0 Kb -./&'$ β, *+,&I@n6
Kb -./q PalmPra unmet., *+,&I@n6 Kb -./} Db unmet. 60 ->MK1"& ] γ, ->MU1"&Dc, ->K1"& PrbDa 62 P?(}
P?(}gZ? ] DcPrb, P?(P?(}gZ? γDa 62 Z&n .q ] PalmPra, n .q Db, Z&.qn DcDa, Z&.qj Prb 62 {´Z&.:M ]
β, {´Z&.: γ 63 ym46 o?Z*+,I"# ] DcPrb, ym46 o?Z*+,"#I"# Da hypermet., >&ym·6*+.K# γ hypomet.
63 (#"y&,} ] Dc, (#""y&,} Prb, (#"M y&,} Da, (#>y&,q PalmPra, (#>y& Db 63 k.gZM em., 4gZM PrbDa,
4gZM ] γDc 64 '4£H& 8&8 ] β, '4£&H& 8&86 γ 64 b&b&ULc ] PrbDa, b&b&Lc Dc, b&bULc γ
65 u.,&K? *b&*+, ] corr., u.,&K? *b&*+,? β, u,&K? *b&[[u.?]]*<,? Palm,  ,&K? *b&Lq. *<,? Pra, n ,&K?
*b&u.? *<,?Db 65 cJ$M ] βPalmPra, cK#$MDb 66 O@)R& ] γDcPrb, O@)R? Da 66 ** ] βPalmPra, *
Db 67 E?-^E?-^KF ] PalmDaPraPrb, E?-^KF DbDc hypomet. 67 *+,&:7 ] γDcPrb, *<,7:7 Da 68 $1@H.yG ]
em., $1@H.yGIH Σ hypermet. 68 .Uc ] β, ** γ 71 6 *+,& *b&.[H r*?o&M E&*;-):M ] corr., 6
*+,& *b&.[H r*?o& E&*;-):M ] PrbDa, 6 *+,&h.i*b&- .[H r*?o& E&*;-):M Dc hypermet., dx 6 *<,&
*[[H&]]b&.[H r*?o& E&Z;-):M xePalmmarg., [ 6 *<,h[i*H&b&- .[H *?/& E&Z;-):M Pra hypermet., om.Db
72 cK*&M ] PalmPra, cK*&Db, cK*MDc, c**M PrbDa 72 64Mc ] corr., 64cΣ 73 Z9H+@HF ] γPrbDa, Z&9<iHF
Dc 73 u. ] β, u.& γ 73 H& ] βPalmDb, r&H& Pra 73 UZ ] γDa, U<EZMDcPrb 74 c;-):7 ]
γDc, c;-):& PrbDa
68 .U.\">M ] The plurality of this word is a slight problem, but is explainable because of the sense of plu-
rality in pariv"ra$ and bh'tyavarga$
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75 )&8H'+" 4y@K. I.->H?y.'IC"&M 55 ]T 55
> 8¸H'+" K*H*&@*E*GK# H?'4"&M 5
r+HE*G > E.G'+" **&&H& ->H&'*"&M 5
""? u.y:&M KnG b\2"&M I.)#Z'IC"&M 55 ]] 55
80 3%456) 7&%8
H-L *+,&I@.H& J?V& *b&.[HG)Z&P*&M 5 Prb 51r
ECHI. )1CVFn> HC&E*G K#H?'4"&M 5
r=G>< K&(>< 627 HC&$.-" U%'8> 55 ]p 55
85 9:$ 7&%8
U1:# 2z*#{ "in> E¹EIH HC&-PH&M 5 Pra 29r
** .[:&I"# 6 *+,&M E&*;)&M I.$&."M 55 ]x 55 Db 29r
HIH HYº)*&sH&"< )»FH6 = I.;)"M 5 Palm 45v
"IH "Yº)E¼ }H< K.G"+,}2# 2z*#{ 55 ]~ 55 Dc 27v
90 rC *+,< J.½H&'* $%"&>7 y#*#B**F 5
H< #@.& "# k.Z& $%@.& J}"Z&9Ky#E&M 5
>&-"P*'+" *HL7 H?4>&>7 U"qZ-) 55 ] 55
$.'+" aEEZ&I"IH )&L&WH7 6 )"'+" = 5
93 $.'+" aEEZ&I"IH ] Cf.Matas"ra 73v3: “KnG aEEZ&I"IH $.6 >&, K<UHM 5”
75 4y"Fc ] βPra, Hy"Fc Palm, H4y"Fc Db 75 I.->H?yc ] β, ->H?y& = γ 75 .'IC"&M ] βPraDb,
.'IC"h &iM Palm 76 8¸H'+" ] γ, 8<oH-" β 76 K*H*F ] γDcPrb, K*HDa 77 r+HE*G ] β, r+HE*
PalmPra, r+HE¼* Db 77 **&&H& ] γ, *H&&H& DcPrb, *H&&[[@.&]]H& Da 77 ->H&'*"&M ] γ, ->H?'4"&M
β 78 ""? u.y:&M KnG b\2"&M I.)#Z'IC"&M ] Db, ""? u.y:&M KnG b\2"&M I.)#Z'IC"&M 5 [[> 8<oH'+" K*H<]]
Palm, ""? u.y:&M KnG b\2"&M I.)#ZIC"&M 5 > 8<oH'I" K*H< Pra, b\2"&0 )#ZM 'IC"& Prb, d""? u.y:&M KnG
b\2"&0 )#ZM 'IC"&eDamarg., ∗""? u.y:&M KnG b\2"&0 )#ZM 'IC"&MDc 80 E&mBjH ] γPrbDa, E&&mBjH Dc
81 H-L ] γ, ! 6 β 81 *+,&KF ] corr., *+,& γ, *+, β 81 J?V& ] γ, J?V&M β 82 )1CVFn> ] β,
)1CEFh@ni Palm hypomet., )1CVFn Pra hypomet., )%)1CV}Db 82 K#H?'4"&M ] β, K#H?'4"&M 5 r+HE* > E¥.G'+" 5
PalmDb, K#H?'4"&M 5 r+HE*G > E¥.G'+" 5 Pra 83 U%'8> ] corr., U%'8>M β, U%->>M Palm, K#->>M Db, H%->>M Pra
85 fgZ ] βPalmPra, hI.Z Db 86 2z*#{ ] β, {z*#{ γ 86 "in> ] βPalmPra, "@.>Db 86 HC&-PH&M ]
β, HC&-PH& γ 87 .[:&KF ] γ, .[HKF β 87 E&*;)&M ] γDc, E&*;)& PrbDa 88 HIH HYº)*F ] βPalmDb,
/Yº)¾F Pra 88 I.;)"M ] DcPrb, I.;)" Da, I.$&."M γ 89 c"+,}2# ] βPalmDb, c"<,2# Pra 89 2z*#{ ]
DcPraDb, 2z*#{M PalmPrbDa 90 *+,< ] γDcPrb, *+, Da 91 k.Z& ] γ, )#Z& β 92 >&-"P*'+" *HL7 ]
β, r-"P**HL7 γ hypomet. 92 U"qZF ] βPalmDb, U6ZF Pra 93 aEEZ&KF ] γDcPrb, aEEZ?KF Da 93 6 ]
β, "# γ
77 &H& ] The expected instrumental formH& would render the verse unmetrical, and thus I suggest
that the genitive is used as a substitute following the maxim “2¿[ 2}” (P#$ini 2.3.50).
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rIH *+,J$&n> 4[.< *#µ'+" y#E&M 55 ] 55
95 !"#$%&'() *+,*-.A
B 1*A =CD=EF1*; G+E%>0=EF 1*; HI%) J,,,,, !"#$%&' K,L /&M$ N O$ N1P<) N &QR Prb 51v
N (S;T) N U*C%1G(*%48EC$V$%) WXT%3=%,*%,%0$%)Y%Z8*[=/$0%1%) CC%\3]E^!$%)
3]_'O=[)`;=&V/Ea 8, N K, N &QR NJ/1&E[3=%>,a M1 NG+E%-.%O) N *X",*bF 3c N Da 33r
HI%\d^1 O*)L efC) NJ%&%M) N 8X"%/O0%$%>0=/E HI; `%=)/E (&%M% 55 2 -./&Z&4{´- Palm 46r
100 Z&.:IH *%8*+,M K.GE*GEZM 55B G+E=/E (&%M% 55 {´Z&.:IH ÀLH< KL& 4Á< E*G–*F–O@)&-
LH-" 55
$%"&I"IH .U< H&'+" 89±E¼ 4/-L 5 Prb 52r
J&:&K>-.(&>< "# J:n> =–*F–="F 55 ] 55
O)=&Z-.'(M )0&L>q. "# E&Z!"F 5 Pra 29v
105 $%"*+,&0 ! j'=-¦/&0&*?oUVHM 55 p 55
96 )U#)"! ] Cf. (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati 43.53b (prose following half-verse) (S!str", G. 1921, vol. II: 306);
)"rad"tilaka 19.110, (vol. II: 894), andN"radapur"%a 1,91.168ab (#!str", C!rudeva 1984: 293r), all of which read
the dative againstβ. 100 ¶ $%")-" I.&b& ] Cf. Kriy"k"lagu%ottara 11.28 (mantras following verse) “¶ $%")-"
» »”; Cf. (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati 43.60: “¶ $%")-"M I.&b&”
94 *+,J$&n> Db, *+,hJi$&n> Palm, *,$&n> Pra, *<,? J$&n> β 94 4[.< *#µ'+" ] PalmDc, *#<=<-"d'+"e Prbmarg.,
4[. *#<=<-" Da, 4[.< *#<=-" Db, 4[.< K#<='+" Pra 96 )U#)"! ] γ, )U#)6 β 96 >*? ] βPalmPra, *? Db
96 r8888 ] em., r88888 β, 8888 PalmPra, 888 Db 96 S8< γ, S8< T PrbDa, S8 T Dc 96
-.bZ T ] γDc, -.bZ -.bZ PrbDa 96 KZ T ] βPalmDb, *Z T Pra 97 .ªy ] PalmDbDcPrb, .[[∗]]dªyeT
Da
marg.
, .8& Pra 97 ¨*U&>c ] γDcPrb, [[∗∗∗]]d¨*U&e>c Damarg. 97 c$I*&m="c ] β, c$I*=m=="c γ
97 oz^&E)&8*&8&(Z&H ] β, o<^& 5 E)&8*(Z&H Palm, o<^& 5 E)&8*(Z&H Pra, H o<^& 55 E)&8*(Z&H Db
97 c)-Z(&>&H ] βPalmPra, c)-Z(>&H Db 97 UU&c ] βPalmDb,K<K&Ec Pra 97 c{Z&H E¢©:c ] γ, c{Z
E¢©:cβ 98 K)G ] γPrbDa, [[ ]]dKe)GDcmarg. 98 cH?).[-" ] Da, dhHiecH?).[-" Prbmarg., cH?)&.[-"
Dc, cH?).[-" " > Palm, cH?).[-" 5 6> PraDb 98 .ªy T ] βPalmDb, S8& Pra 98 b> T ] β, 5 b>
PalmDb, b> Pra 98 $%"&>F ] corr., $%"7Σ 98 c*3! ] βPalmDbc*3H Pra 98 E² T ] em., E¼L Dc, Eh+.i
T PrbDa, EÂ T γ 99 K*H< ] γPrbDa, K*<H< Dc 99 c-K(&Z&c ] βPalmPra, c'U(Z&c Db 99 XY?
&)H-" ] γDcPrb, XY& ?)H-" Da 99 2 ] Prb, [[∗]]d2eDamarg., 2& γ,  Dc 99 -./&Z&4{´c ] β,
6 -./& Z&4{´c γ 100 c*+,M ] γDcPrb, c*<,Da 100 cEZM ] γDcPrb, cEZDa 100 $%")-" ] β, $%)-"
γ 100 {´Z&.:IH ] DcPraPrb, {´.&Z:IH Da, {´Z&Z&.IH Palm, {´Z&:.IH Db 100 KL& ] γDcPrb,
K[[Á]]dL&eDamarg. 101 4Á< ] γDcDa,4Á<< Prb 101 O@)&LH-" ] βPalmDb, Ã@)&LH-" Pra 102 $%"&KF ]
γ, $%"& Dc, $%"7 PrbDa 102 4LF ] βPalmPra, 4 Db 103 J&:&K>c ] γ, J&y&U>c β 103 c-.(&>< ]
βPalmPra, c-.(>< Db 103 =–*F–="F ] em., =–*F–Zw"F β, dKe–*F– *&="F Palmmarg. secunda manu hypermet.,
K*&="F PraDb hypermet. 104 O)=&Z-.'(M ] γPrbDa, O).&-Z'(MDc hypomet. 104 E&Z!"F ] PalmDcDaPra,
E&ZH6 Db, E&Z!"# Prb 105 $%"*+,&UF ] β, $%*+,&UF γ hypomet. 105 j'=LF ] corr., j'= β, j'=" γ unmet.
105 -./&0&*?oUVHM ] β, -./&*?oU'V[["]]HM Palm hypomet., -./&*?oU'V"HM PraDb unmet.
99 JnUH T ] Pramisinterprets Palm’s use of a space%ller following this word and copies it as a da%&a.
100 -./&Z&4{´Z&.:IH *%8*+,M ] All the MSS have at least a single da%&a before *%8*+,M, which I have
removed to facilitate what in my view is the stronger reading; namely that the genitive c{´Z&.:IHmodi%es
the nominative *%8*+,M.
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r>q. "# -K}> KnG -K& > K<UHM 5
H9k.Zb& >&y&M -)U&=& Z&9K&M 55 pN 55 Db 29v
&-E>[vYn"&8& r4Á}>q. *?=!"F 5 Dc 28r
4ÁIHq. "# *+,IH y#:7I"# U1:# 2z*#{ 55 pT 55 Palm 46v
110 u.&-) .U*&H&'+" aE )#>M 9#Y*&>#2&M5
O¯=&^>< "C&E2 -.¦}2< I"$*&Z:*F 55 p] 55
E[8>< =&­wu> EX6 '='+"6> "# 5
*%8*+,< 4'R@H< 4)b?*&=G> "# 55 pp 55
*+,*-.() JghiA
115 B MA (&%M% 'UZM 5 B )A (&%M% 'U{& 5 B j+L OA (&%M% E.=< 5 B 9:$ ST2 ,< 55 B rQ< 5 Prb 52v
"-¦/&­-.+H&KM 55 B J,, !"#$%&'L /&M$ N O$ N 1P<) N !A M% ÀLH< 55 B =CD=EF
1*A 'UZM 55B 1*; G+E%>0=EF (&%M% 'U{& 55B 1*; HI%) (&%M% ,< 55B 1*; *%,%0$%) Da 33v
G(*%48EC$V$%) !"#WXT%3=%,*%,%0$%) B 1*A (&%M%E.=< 55B 1*; Y%k8*[=/$0%1CC%-
107 -)U&=& Z&9K&M ] Cf. (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati 3,13.95b: “-)U&=& Z&9K&M.” 110 .U*&H&'+" aE
)#>M 9#Y*&>#2&M ] Cf. Agnipur"%a 123.031ab “Ä+Y&M K#Z& .U< H&'+" aE )#>M 9#Y*&>#2&M 5”
106 -K& ] γDcPrb, -K? Da 106 > ] βPalmDb, >< Pra 106 K<UHM ] βPalmPra, U<KHM Db 107 H9 ]
β, 49 γ 107 >&y&M ] corr., >&y&Σ 107 -)U&=& ] βPalmPra, -)=&Db hypomet. 107 Z&9K&M ] DcPrb,
Z&9K& Da, Z&9K&M PalmPra hypomet., Z&9K&M Db hypomet. 108 cvYc ] PalmPra, cÅYc Db, c$%"c β 108
r4Á}>q. ] β, r4Á}>q. "# PalmDb hypermet., r4I6>q. "# Pra hypermet. 108 *?=!"F ] βPra, *?=!" PalmDb
hypermet. 109 4ÁIHq. ] γ, 4ÁIH&IH β 109 y#:7KF ] β, y#:&KF γ 109 2z*#{ ] Dc, {z*#{ PrbDa,
2z*#{M PalmDb, {z*#{M Pra 110 )#>M ] γPrbDa, )#>ZF Dc 110 9#Y*&>#2&M ] γ, *&>#2&LHM β 111 O¯=&^>< ]
βPalmPra, O=&^>< Db 111 "C&E2 ] DcPrb, "C&E2G Da, "C&[[*<]]E[[e]]* Palm, "C&*<E¼* Pra, "C&*<E¼*G Db
111 -.¦}2< ] γPrbDc, -.¦}2cDa 112 =&­wu> ] em., =&­wL<[[><]]= Palm,=&­wL<>< = PraDb hypermet.,=&­wL<
= β 112 '='+"6> "# ] βPalmPra, '='+"6" ># Db 113 *%8c ] PrbDaPraDb, *%d8ec Palmmarg., om.Dc 113
4>F ] PrbDa, 4 γ, om.Dc 113 c=G> ] PalmDaPraPrb, c=G6> Db, om.Dc 115 'UZM ] γDcPrb, 'UhZ
55i Da 115 'U{& ] γDcPrb, 'U{&M Da 115 4%< ] βPalmPra, Æ<Db 115 E.=< ] γDcPrb, E.=M Da 115
fgZ ] PalmPra, hgZ Db, h Dc, h< PrbDa 115 Ç^F ] β, Ç^ γ 115 ,< ] PalmDbDcPrb, ,} Da, 6,< Pra
116 "LF ] γ, 6 β 116 c-.+H&KM ] β, c+H&KM Palm, c+H&K PraDb 116 {´Z&.:< ] β, Z&.:< γ 116 -.bZ
T ] γPrbDa, -.Zb T Dc 116 KZ T ] γPrbDa, hKGiT Dc 116 {M b& ] PalmDaPraPrb, {M I.&b& Dc, {M
{&M b& Db 117 $%"&'()"! ] DcPrb, $%"&'()6! Da, om. γ 117 ,< ] γPrbDc, ,} Da 117 *&8&(Z&H ]
β, *&8&(Z&H ¶ >*M I.&b& PraDb, *&8&(Z&H ¶ >*M I.b& Palm 118 cUZ[Z&H {´c ] β, cUZ[Z{´c γ 118
c)-Z(&>c ] DcPrbPalmPra, c)-Z(&>&cDa, c)-Z(>cDb
109 In 9.41cd—42ab For nominative plurals functioning as grammatical objects, which is permissible in
Ai!a Sanskrit, see note to 9.01e. 110 u.&-) ] ForAi!a double-sandhi, cf.Goudriaan and Schotermann
1988: 62. 113 *%8*+,< ] Dc lacks this half-verse (44cd).
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\%>\E^!$3]_'O=[)`;=&V/Ea lL ST2rQ< 55B 8, N&QR NJ/1&E[3=%>,a M1 N G+E%-.%O) Palm 47r
120 N 1*A (&%M% 55
*M%*DI%
L'9:< bI"*#B&>< E¢@.&­È¿}> "4G!"F 5
2& =q. *b&*#Y& {´Z&.:)%4 55 px 55 Prb 53r
*&Z:} ->v =q. nUH4> = 5
125 H?4!" *b&*#Y7 K.G-.É-.>&'U>Ê 55 p~ 55
!"#$%&'() O&mg/&-)%OA
B no *X"p3c N J\d^1 O*)%-efC) N J%fC) N q&%M) N 8X"%/O0%$%>0=/E HI; `%=-
)/E 55B 1*A r r 55 {´Z&.:IH K.­-.+H&KM 55
@*+H&K< )#Z& E¢@.& -.'(>& K&(E?B*M 5 Pra 30r
130 ""? .q H4>< EH@E*G .& b?*±. = 55 p 55 Dc 28v
«}ËH7 ÀLH< )%kH ÌU&+H7 "# 'UZI"C& 5
>qG@H7 "# 'U{7 )%kH .&H7 E.=< S#(M 55 p 55 Db 30r
122 OB&>< E¢@.& ] Cf.R#ghavabha&&a’s commentary to )"rad"tilaka 15.108: “.&*bI"*C?B&>< E¢@.& u.IH =?)-Z
5” (M!lav"ya 2001: 739); Cf. Agnipur"%a 26.5cd: “.&*bI"*C?B&>< E¢@.& >&*!¯°>qM 5”
119 c'"c ] βPalmPra, c<aE"cDb 119 c{Zc ] γDcPrb, cd{eZcDamarg. 119 c).[-"c ] β, c).["[c
PalmPra, c).["[>c Db 119 Í< Ç^F rQ< ] β, Í< Ç^ PalmPra, Æ< Ç^ Db 119 .ªy T ] β, om. γ 122 L'9:<
bI"*F ] Dc, L'9:bI"*FPrb unmet., [[∗∗∗∗]]dL'9:bI"*Fe Damarg. unmet. 122 OB&>< ] em., OB*7 β, om. γ 122
E¢@.&­È¿}> ] em., E¢@.& r<y#¿}> > "# PrbDa hypermet., E¢@.& r<y#¿}> h"#iDc hypermet., om. γ 123 2& ] DcPrb,
2h?iDa, 27 γ 123 *b&*#Y& ] β, *b&*#Y7 γ 123 {´Z&.:)%4 ] β, K.G-.É-.>&'U>Ê γ 124 *&Z:} ]
PrbDa, *&Z:&Dc 124 =q. ] γDcPrb, .q. Da 124 nUc ] PrbDa,rnUcDc 125 c-.>&'U>Ê ] Dc, c-.>&U>Ê
γPrbDa 127 *zÎ ] βPalmPra, *z8 Db 127 E² T ] em., Ez^Ez^7DcDa,Ez^dhÏieEz^dhÏie Prbmarg.,
EÂEÂ7 γ 127 K*H&>F ] β, ** KH7 γ 128 =z&-K(&Z&'(-)-" XY? &)H-" ] em., =z&-K(&Z&&)H-"
PrbDa, =z&-K(&Z&&)&H-" Dc, =z&'U(Z&H &)H-" XY? &)H-" γ 128 » » ] γPrbDa, »M »M Dc 128
{´Z&.:IH ] γ, {´Z&.:c β 128 c-.+H&KM ] β, c-.+HIH PalmPra, c-.+HÄ Db 129 @*+H&K< ] βPalmDb,
+*@H<&K Pra 129 K&(E?B*M ] γ, K&(E?B* β 130 .q H4>< ] DcDa, d.qeH4>< Prbmarg., .q/4>< PalmDb,
.q/4<> Pra 130 EH"F ] γ, EH β 130 E*G .& b?*±. = ] em., E±G.&b?*±. = PrbDa, E±G.&b?*±. .& Dc,
E*G .=b?±=. Palm unmet., E*G.=b?± = .& Pra unmet., E*G.= Db hypomet. 131 «}ËH7 ] corr., «}H7 Σ
131 ÀLH< ] γPrbDa,ÀdLeH<Dcmarg. 131 ÌU&+H7 ] PalmPra, ÌU&+H& Db, fU&+H7 β 132 >qG@H7 ] Dc, >q@H7
PalmDaPraPrb, >q@H& Db 132 'U{7 ] Prb, 'U{& γDcDa 132 )%kH ] corr., )%kH 5 PalmPra, )#kH Db, )%kH& β
132 .&H7 ] βPalmPra, .&[[*]]H7Db 132 S#(M ] β, )#)#>M PalmPra hypermet., )#>M )#>MDb hypermet.
119 rQ< ] γ is missing the text beginning with rQ< and ending with "4G!"F. 124 *&Z:} ] This verse is
absent from γ except for it’s use of the p#da D as the end of the previous verse
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-LU&K# =q. K.K# rQ< =q. J)%4!"F 5
Em:E&H7 "# *+,}2< )%4!@{´Z&.:*F 55 p 55
135 y+()#©)< "C& (%)< >qn/< S'8±. = 5
À-L>& $%")"! K.GE*': E&Z!"F 55 x 55
s/E /t)%3%,RD';5u !"#$%&'() *+,*-.() /&0%1L 1&*A =T,A vv w vv Prb 53v
Palm 47
v
133 =q. ] βPalm, [[.q/]] =q. Db, .q. Pra 133 K.K# ] β, KnG2# γ 134 Em:E&H7 ] βPalmDb, E*GE&H7 Pra
134 *+,}2< ] γDcPrb,*+,}[[:]]2<Da 134 )%4!"F ] βPra, )%4!" PalmDb hypermet. 135 y+(c ] γPrb, y(cDa,
y<(<Dc 135 c)#©)< ] βPalmPra, )%©)<Db 135 (%)< ] β, om. γ 135 >qn/< ] βPalmPra, .q n/<Db 135 S'8±.
= ] β, S'8->nL>< PalmDb hypermet., S'8->.L>< Pra hypermet. 136 À-L>& ] β, ÀLH& γ 136 E&Z!"F ] β,
E&!"F Palm, E&!6 PraDb 137 *%8*+,IH -.(&>*F ] β, *<,-.(&>c PalmPra, *<,-.(>cDb 137 >.*M )^8M ]
β, c)^8*F PalmPra, c)^8Db
133 -LU&K# ] This appears to be an Ai!a form for -L9#.
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Philological Commentary
09.01 ] In the opening verse, K#rttikeya asks for information about several topics. Evidently
the answer stretches through to the sixteenth chapter, because there are several important
mantra deities discussed starting with our three chapters on Kha'gar#va$a, followed by
Lohaka, Krodhe!vara, Devatr#sa, Aghora, and %nally Jvare!vara. Not havingworked on the
further chapters, I cannot vouch for whether they give all of the information asked for here
byK#rttikeya, but the answer regarding their89: is given inverse 9.02ab, theirE*G (at least in
the case of the *3H* and r(*mantras) in 9.06, and their >&*?@)'B in verses 9.28–9.30. Verse
9.30 speci%es these as “the %ve great mantras,” but Lohaka (Chapter 12) is conspicuously
absent. This makes it seem like the Lohaka chapter is an interpolation. Their )%4& and ;)*F
are evidently dealt with in their own separate chapters.
09.01a ! "# ] The readings of γ are our%rst instance of conjunctive error linking Pra andDb to
Palm. They frequently misread Palm’s small tick mark used as a deletion symbol, either taking
it as anusv"ra (Db) or ignoring it altogether (Pra). Presumably the eye of Palm’s scribe skipped
ahead to the word $%"&'()&. The reading ! "# is better than β ’s ! 6, because 627 in the second
line functions as the correlative to !. Having "# in second position in the %rst p"da of the
chapter may seem problematic, but it occurs in similar contexts elsewhere in the text. The
twenty-sixth chapter openswith y&X< "# @.H& u. in both γ and β. γ has several other chapters
with "# occurring in the opening p"da, namely chapters 8, 20, and 29. β reads di(erently in
some cases, but in the opening p"da of the %nal chapter it reads "# whereas γ does not. I
basically take "# as an expletive, but it may carry some degree of the sense “now,” ameaning
which is also listed in many Sanskrit dictionaries.
09.01b -./&0 ] A -./& is a female “spell-divinity.” It is the female counterpart to a mantra.
The title Vidy"dhara, a class of semi-divine beings common throughout Sanskrit literature,
should certainly be translated as something to the e(ect of “Holders of Spells” rather than
“Wisdom Bearers,” the translation of Smith 2006: 326, following Parpola.
09.01ab var. *<,-./&0 ] Da’s variant is likely a blunder. The mantras and vidy"s are $%"&'()&M,
and takingDa’s reading seriously would negate the force of the =.
09.01b var. -./& = ] Σ frequently has masc. and fem. plural in “",” regardless of whether the
following syllable is voiced or non-voiced.
09.01b .12$3.4 ] Σ frequently has masc. sing. vocative in a$. Also note that β ’s variant
-.2b&-Z:&M is grammatically feasible–after having accepted it as an Ai!a plural for cb&-Z:M–as
an adjective of*+,&M, but it does not%t the context. Themantras described in the next several
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chapters are used in curing possession rather than removing any kind of -.2 (poison).
09.01c 89:;)< ] β ’s reading, a dvandva, is stronger than γ’s pleonastic 89:$%"<. In standard
Sanskrit grammar twonounsmust be a commonly linkedpair in order to forma sam"h"rad-
vandva compound, but inAi!aSanskrit the collective singular (j#t#vekavacanam) is extremely
frequent. Cf. Törzsök 1999 (dissertation): xlviii.
09.01d >&*?@)AB ] The variant reading “>&*?@)dB’’ shared by Prb andDa, is puzzling. According
to Somadeva Vasudeva, manuscripts from Kerala frequently use a symbol very similar to
this “ZF’’ which indicates that the letter under it is doubled, but this explanation is not com-
pletely satisfying because in each manuscript one can easily %nd other cases of “'B’’ with-
out the peculiarly added “ZF.’’ More investigation in this vein is needed. Also note that Db’s
anusv"ra could be read as “ZF.’’ In other words one may wish to read >&*?@)mB in Db, however
this would be a mistake. Db occasionally writes his anusv"ras in this way. Cf. “,<” at Db26v3.
Alsonote that there is no convincing evidence thatDb is copying fromanymanuscript other
than Palm.
09.01d var. )1CE)1CEF ] Palm commonly omits vir"mas for no apparent reason.
09.01e)%4& ] This is anexampleof theAi!apracticeof “nominativus pendens,” thedisjunctnom-
inative. Cf. Törzsök 1999: 57 andGoudriaan& Schoterman 1988: 88–9.
09.01f ECHI. JK&L"M ] Although the rootECF is listed as parasmaipada inmost dictionaries and
grammars, it ismost commonly "tmanepada in Epic and Tantric literature. Onemight argue
that the text should read “ECH I.JK&L"M” instead, but we have the case of the verb unequiv-
ocally being used in the "tmanepada at ECHI. )1CVFn> at 9.34c. Cf. K)emar#ja’s commentary
to Svacchandatantra 1.7, where we have the same phrase. Madhus$dan kaul sh!str"’s 1921
edition prints it as “ECH I. JK&L"M” on the basis of the commentary inwhichK)emar#ja takes
the “I.” as a vocative abbreviation for Svacchanda-Bhairava. (p.9) Cf. also the 1988 disserta-
tionofWilliamArraj for extensive background information and translationof thepassage
and commentary (p.383)
09.02a -.-.(& ] In lightof thepassageatNi!v"satattvasa#graha 12.48 “*+,&0 "1-.(& J?V& OB*&(*-
*3H*&M,” and the fact that themantras are in fact of three kinds, I%nd the reading -.-.(& suspi-
cious, despite its occurrence in all of themanuscripts. I considered emending to -,-.(& here
and consequently -.-.(& at 9.02e, but in my opinion that would be taking toomuch liberty
with the text. My translation of 9.02e makes -,-.(& refer back to the mantras because they
are in fact -,-.(&, while modes of birth are manifold.
09.02a var. -.-.(? ] It is possible that the scribe of Dc is copying a p'*+ham"tra “o” from his
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exemplar. (25v8).
09.02a 627 ] The %rst ak*ara is written over an erased “Jc” inDb.
09.02f var. ->S?(H ] Palm’s variant %ts themetre, butmakes the caesura come in themiddle of
a word. More importantly, having a causative here makes *!vara ask K#rttikeya to inform,
rather than tell him to listen.
09.02e O@)'B'Q-.(& ] The emendation is based on the reading of Palm, but with the pre%x -.
formetre. Contextually, it is possible that -,-.(& shouldnotbemodifyingO@)'B, and ratherbe
taken in the sense of “three things,” namely E*G, r=G> (which is -PH&;)), and O@)'B. Following
the suggestion of Somadeva Vasudeva, I have kept the nominative case even though syn-
tacticallyO@)'B and theprecedingneuter nouns function as grammatical objects. Vasudeva
further suggested that the pattern is a list of nominative words followed by one collective
accusative before the verb, but if this was the case we would have to emend the unequivo-
cally accusative >&*?B)AB in the %rst verse (I do not take Pra’s lack of anusv"ra seriously as I
am certain that he copied from Palm). See also, note to 9.01e.
09.03 ] Note the slight alliteration in this verse with OB*&M – O@)R&, and *3H*& – ** E&!. The
author was possibly trying for a nirvacana (folk etymology) by this technique.
09.03b var. O+*B& ] β ’s variant does not %t the context of this O@)'B section.
09.03b *+,-./H& ] Initially I tried reading *+, -./H& and explaining the stem form as accept-
ableAi!aSanskrit for thepurposeof%tting themetre. SomadevaVasudeva suggested abet-
ter solution. We should take it as a synonymof *+,Eª), a term found in other textsmeaning
“Mantra-booklet.”Cf. Svacchandatantra 4.498 (Sh!str" 1923, vol. 38: 307–308): *+,Eª)&9K%,<
= {-^E7 °,)&Ðj 5; to which K)emar#ja comments: Eª)M K&3H*+,)#'I"E&, O©:[2 r&=&HHq. uHM 55.
09.05a var. K*&sH&"& ] γ’s variant is redundant with JE[\""&M following, and was perhaps an
attempt to avoid a vowel hiatus. On the other hand, Somadeva has suggested that
the rudras being innumerablemaybeproblematic. Usually there is anumber a+xed to them.
09.05b 6 t-) *+,&M JE[\""&M ] γ’s reading is stronger with the r-), but β ’s 6 *<,&M )-ZE[mB"&M also
works.
09.06a var. I"# ] β ’s reading makes no sense, and is a small but signi%cant conjunctive error
linking theDc, Prb, andDa to their hyparchetype β.
09.06 var. cE*GI"# ] I takeγ’s variant as a scribal error. Therewouldbe little di(erencebetween
the ligature for I"# and a hastily written K#.
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09.06b var. {z*#{M ] { for 2 is a common variant in all manuscripts exceptDc. In Newari the
sounds are not distinguished, and I am told the case is the same formuch of Northern India
(Vasudeva personal communication,Goldman personal communication).
09.07c HIH ] I %nd HIH to be the better reading because it correlates with "IH in the follow-
ing verse. As for HC&c vs. "C&c, my choice is less certain. The meaning of 9.07cd-9.08ab is
obscure to me, therefore I cannot be con%dent that HC&c is preferable.
09.08ab ""F ] I choose ""F over "< for gender agreement, but once again I should emphasize
that I donotunderstandpreciselywhat the intendedmeaningof 9.07cd-9.08ab is. The same
can be borne in mind for my choice of E&H over E&HGc.
09.08a var. E&/< ] β ’s variant is most likely due to an exemplar which wrote the ZF + H con-
junct with the ZF element below the top line. Compare the form of this conjunct in the earli-
est extant manuscript of the Uttarar"macarita: (1v2). Somadeva Vasudeva has suggested
emending to E&z<, but I am not con%dent enough about the meaning of the verse to do so.
09.08a 6 r&sH&'* ] I emend on the basis of 6> having little meaning here and β ’s r&sH&'* 6
looking suspiciously like a scribal redaction to smooth over the vowel hiatus. One might
argue that >F is a hiatus %ller after the manner of –*F– (see comment to 9.09a), but I don’t
consider this likely.
09.08ab J;)&': ] γ’s reading is the lectio di,cilior as the noun J%)*F is very rare. It is not listed in
mydictionaries, butmusthaveameaning similar toJ;):*F/c:& “teaching.” (Monier-Williams
p.689) I.;: adds little meaning and leaves the verb without an object.
09.09a –*F– K[>F ] The letter “m” is commonly used to %ll the hiatus between two vowels.
Cf. Goudriaan and Schoterman 1988: 65, Edgerton 1953, § 4,57-67, or Törzsök 1999:
xxxiv. I consider it an older trait that would not be a redaction from the easier =&K[>F of
Prb and Da. γ occasionally uses U for K, so that aspect is not a problem. As for the lack of
an ending in γ, we can either suggest that it became anusv"ra at some point and then was
dropped bymistake, or that it is a frozen la- form of ,as, cf. Edgerton 1953, § 32,20.
09.09b var. E&8*[-" ] Palm and Pra’s variant is easier in several respects. First of all, E&8'*
is a well known D#nava who %ts the description. Cf. V"manapur"%a Ch. 47 (Trip!%h" 2003)
for a description of K#lanemi and his battle with the gods which is similar to our current
narrative. The irregular sandhi in Palm and Pra’s variant is metri causa and allowable in Ai!a
Sanskrit. Cf.Goudriaan and Schoterman 1988: 62. Yet with all of this evidence of why it
could be correct, one serious -aw remains. At 9.14a, Palm reads E8>? in apposition to L&>.?!
E8> is an unusual name, and to my knowledge no such character occurs in the literature.
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Perhaps it is a corruption from E&8Ä>. At any rate, no scribe would choose to redact a per-
fectly logical name like E&8'* to E8>, and Palm has it in 9.14, so we can be certain that it is
the reading inΣ.
09.09c var. Z&4& $? ] I don’t take Db’s variants very seriously as we can be certain that they
either derive from Palm or from the scribe’s imagination. In this case it is from the latter. He
must have considered Z&4&>? unsuitable as a singular. I take it as an Ai!a form. I am told
that it is grammatically correct as a singular according to Siddh"ntakaumud. 41.137, however
I have been unable to verify this. Monier-Williams attests the form as a denominative stem.
Nevertheless Db’s variant is just as likely a blunder, because he generally doesn’t concern
himself with grammar. Consider his readings of the next p"da.
09.09 .&&K["F ] Dc. SomadevaVasudeva has pointed out that the scribe of Dc possibly began
to write an “' ” before realizing his mistake. Thus his intended reading is .&K["F. Also note
that Dc is somewhat loose about di(erentiating . and =, so his intention could have been
=&K["F.
09.10a var. b-Z ] Note the confusion regarding thegenderof theword>F. Nomanuscript
is consistent about the word having the masc. nominative & ending that it should properly
have. β has the neuter ending here, but themasc. at 9.20c. γ has themasc. ending here and
at 9.20c, but all manuscripts read  O.&= just after 9.30.
09.10a var. b-ZZF ] It is likely that Prb’s ZF simply represents a misplaced ZF from b-ZZF,
therefore we can conjecture that β ’s reading was b-ZZF, perhaps with the awkwardly placed ZF
copied directly by Prb, but ignored byDc andDa.
09.10b c->MK1" ] I consider β ’s c->K1" and γ’s c->yG"&M as readings of competing merit whose
meanings are basically identical. c->K1" is bad because it is unmetrical without the visarga;
but this is likely an orthographical error. The obvious problemwith c->yG"&M is that it is plural
where we expect a dual, however this could be considered a Prakritic feature. In fact within
the chapters I have collated (9–11), no duals occur in γ, and c->K1" is the only dual in β. β
does show a tendency towards cleaning up the grammar and sandhi where possible. Thus
although I chose to correct β to c->MK1", I %nd c->yG"&M equally plausible.
09.10a var. E8E8< *3! ] I can rationalize this variantof γ asmeaning “Therewas amurmuring
sound in the middle,” but it seems like a long shot.
09.10cd InL? :M ] This seems to be the intended meaning, that a drop of sweat fell from
Brahma, but we have the serious problem of it being unmetrical in my conjecture and in
all of the manuscripts. One is reminded of the creation narrative opening the Manusm'ti
particularly the class of beings known as InL4 (Olivelle 2005: 390). In this narrative the
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InL4 beings are insects (1.45ab), while demons are said to be created by the sages and born
out of embryonic sacs (4Z&H#4&M). (1.43cd) Cf. also V"mana Sarom"h"tmya Ch. 22 (particularly
22.28–39) for the story of creation from the Brahm"%&a with some similar vocabulary used
(E88@.*#)&y"*F (22.33), and rz*3! K*#@)R? & 8?E-)"&*bM (22.35). And more signi%cantly we
also have the Pur#$ic demon named Svedaja whose story–as told in Ch. 14 of the Padma-
pur"%a–is strikingly parallel to our current passage. He was also a demon born from the
sweat of Brahma. The gods similarly wanted this demon destroyed. In this version they
created Raktaja, another demon, for the purpose of killing him. More research is needed to
determine if our passage is a .aiva assimilation of the story or perhaps an earlier form of it.
09.11d r.3H? ] The r of r.3H? cannot be dropped for sandhiwithout disrupting the metre.
09.12a var. UP ] The confusion ofUP forU,#was certainly the result of an ambiguous ligature
either in the hyparchetype γ or inΣ.
09.12b var. K<H&"? ] I don’t take γ’s K<H&"? as a true variant, rather it seems to be due to the
phonological identity of 4 and H in many North Indian and Nepalese languages. Cf. 9.32c
and 9.41c for unambiguous cases of Palm reading 4 for H.
09.12b var. E&8)HGH&>F ] Perhaps this variant in Prb andDa is due to an ambiguously written "F
in β. These two letters are sometimes not clearly distinguished in the manuscripts.
09.12c var. u.h&i[[lU O)&H<]] ] At %rst glance Palm’s deletion marks are di+cult to see, but if one
looks closely they are visible. This is another casewhere clearly Pra andDb are copying from
Palm. The mistake of Palm’s scribe is important because it is an eyeskip down to 9.16ab. The
error tells us that the phrase unU O)&H< was located directly below 6> u.& in γ and therefore
we can estimate the physical size of γ based on the number of ak*aras intervening. In this
case thenumber is aroundonehundred and%fteen, therefore the latter phrasewasprobably
located two lines below the former and we have a rough estimate of %fty-seven ak*aras per
line for the hyparchetype γ.
09.15a cLq@H&>&*F ] Db technically reads unu@H&>7, but most likely intended u.Lq@H&>7 and just got
sloppy with the vowel signs.
09.16a >&'U"&KF ] My choice of reading here is a judgement call, but it does seem to be the
lectio di,cilior. On the other hand it is not such a stretch to say that >&was a scribal error for
,& either. We had ,&-K"&I6> at 9.13a, so one could either argue that it is an uncreative author
being repetitive or a slightly clever one playing with the words. In the end I prefer the latter
interpretation.
09.16c em. "& ] I emend to the feminine accusative plural for agreementwith u."& and on the
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basis of the testimonia ofKriy"k"lagu%ottara Palm (fol. 126r1): “"7 L1 ¡& u"& [sic]$["& ** KZ:&*&y"&M
55.”
09.16c var. u.& ] Note that Palmmakes a mistake with the word u."& in this phrase here as at
26.4cd (see testimonia register), but that it is alternate syllables– u"& at 26.4cd. This is strong
evidence for reading β ’s metrically %t u."&. Also note that these phrases that come up again
in the much later chapter point to a single author for these two chapters. It remains to be
seenwhether parallels like thiswill be deducible in the other chapters. On the basis of chap-
ter names being listed as individual texts in lists of Bh/tatantras such as the )r.ka%+h.ya (fol-
lowing Sanderson 2001: 14fn), Somadeva Vasudeva has suggested that the Kriy"k"lagu%ot-
tara is a patchwork of separate texts. Themore parallels like this that are discovered, the less
likely his theory will be. It is also possible that the Kriy"k"lagu%ottara is a uni%ed text com-
posed by an author who knew the subject matter from various sources but put it into his
own words.
09.16d var. u."& $["&–*–$[2H *H& -yZ& ] Perhaps β intends an imperative here with the sense
of “don’t be afraid.” Cf. 9.21a for a grammatically erroneous imperative with this meaning
and a similar form. The fact that 9.21a has the words )#>.=&makes me wonder whether we
should try to make β ’s variant work here.
09.16 *b&'UZ&M ] This word as plural is another case of “Thematization of stems on -s” see
Goudriaan p.74 d. Also cf. 9.04c.
09.17a ,&H:[ ] Σ has the word ,&H:[, evidently a hapax legomenon, as I cannot %nd it attested
anywhere in the literature. Following the suggestion of Somadeva Vasudeva, I take it as a
masc. sing. nominative form from the ,,& + r: + h>F. I take it as an adjective to the under-
stood subject rb*F: “[I] protecting all of the gods, ...” But the word occurs preceding a clearly
corrupt p"da, andwe have the problem of the instrumental subject *H& in the following line.
Incidentally, in Kriyo&&.!atantra 2.2ab, Dev0 calls .iva ,&"&. (Gupta 1990: 510)
09.17b U#&H#< J.\""#* ] The p"da is hopelessly con-ated with 9.18b, and the conjecture is
based on what may have been the (already con-ated) text inΣ.
09.18 var. `K#L&X:< ] Pra’s reading is based of “`K#” for “K#” is based on a poorlywritten “K#” in Palm:
(44r1).
09.20c var. *&b&)R? ] Db and Pra took Palm’s p'*+ham"tra ? as second da%&a.
09.21a *& $[©H" ] This unattested verb form seems to intend an imperative with the sense
of “Don’t be afraid,” but the standard form would be -S'$"/-S$[" (8?^F) or r$q  (8#Ñ) (#arm!
2005: 162–3).
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09.21b var. ""M )#Z&/""M )#Z&M ] The latter variant in Prb and Da makes no sense to me (“the
cities/castles addressed byme”), and the %rst does not lend verymuchmeaning to the verse.
I prefer Palm’s intended ""I""M in the sense of “all around.”
09.21c var. 2–*F– ] I transliterate the reading of the γ group with the hiatus-%ller –*F– in
order to give the bene%t of the doubt, but I don’t think this reading would make sense and
it is probably simply an redactional error for .*F.
09.23d {&LH+"(M) ] I correct the variants of both manuscripts to the standard plural present
particle, but I wonder if I am glossing anAi!a present participle. My sources forAi!a gram-
mar traits do not discuss formation of the present participle.
09.24c var. *b&.[H ] I conjecture that Palm and Db’s variant is due to the p"da’s phonological
harmony with 9.11a.
09.25c var. K&-b"& ] γ attempted to remedy themetre of the verse (a na-vipula) by lengthening
K-b"& to K&-b"& (which, incidentally, made a Vedic anu*+ubh).
09.25d em. Vasudeva -E±"²'SE&H6 ] Somadeva Vasudeva suggested this emendation to
a denominative 'SE&H6 and I %nd it quite convincing in light of the confused readings of
the manuscripts. . and S are never distinguished in the manuscripts, and ) and H are easily
confused. Likewiseweneednotbeattached to the ZFof γ’s -.E&HG6becauseβ doesnot support
it. The change of the retro-ex ² to L is the issue, but this denominative form is obscure and
would easily confuse the scribes.
09.25d var. "L*F ] Might this be some kind of contraction for 6 + hL*F? Goudriaan and
Schoterman list various Ai!a vowel contractions, most notably “r*F + h =  which they
note is almost always with hL*F (1988: 61, 9a), but that would not make a lot of sense here
either.
09.26a 9?$H+"? ] I emend here to the standard form of the plural masc. present participle as
before, but with the same uncertainty about the construction of Ai!a present participles as
before.
09.27 var. .[Z&KF ] Palm’s scribe surely intended to write “([Z&KF” and not “.[Z&KF,” however the
letter has no hint of the thin upward stroke di(erentiating the “([” ak*ara from the “.[” ak*ara.
09.28 4gZM ] Palm, The word “[M” appears in the margin following this line and slightly el-
evated between it and the preceding line. I take it as a paci%cation of the scribe’s mistake
in writing one-half verse in the margin. The “[M” is taken up as part of the Palm’s marginal
insertion to verse 9.31 (despite their physical separation on the folio) in Pra’s incorporation
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of the reading.
09.29 var. ] γ’s transmission variants are clearly from Palm’s awkwardness. It appears that Palm
had the same p"da inmind as β, but in writing it made amistake and had to omit u.?. But as
Palm starts with u (easily confused in this case for /n)this shows that Palmhad the word u.? in
its exemplar, but had to omit it because he had alreadywritten ,&K? *b&c and thatwould have
beenmore awkward to omit than the way it was done. The scribes of Db and Pra frequently
misunderstand Palm’s omission mark.
09.33b var. > 8<oH'+" K*H< ] In Palm the extra phrase after this line > 8<oH-" K*H< (repeated from
9.33a), is deleted secunda manu with “parentheses.” Since Db deletes the phrase and Pra does
not, we can conjecture the parenthetical deletion was added after Pra copied, and either
beforeDb, or by the scribe of Db himself.
09.34a H-L ] This is the lectio di,cilior. It is admittedly awkward for K#rttikeya to use a con-
ditional word like H-Lwhen asking about the great power of themantras, but β ’s ! 6 strikes
me as a redaction.
09.34d var. r+HE* > E¥.G'+" 5 ] Palm again tags on an extra p"da from 9.33.
09.35c .[:&KF ] This is the lectio di,cilior against .[HKF.
09.36a var. /Yº)¾F ] I have no explanation for this strange variant in Pra.
09.36b I.;)"M ] I think I.;)"M is a better reading because the %rst half-!loka ended with
I.$&."M.
0Line 96 (Mantra) em. r8888 ] I emend because all manuscripts read r88 at line 116, and
four 8 syllables is supported by Palm and Pra, and two are attested in the (!"na!ivagurudevap-
addhati (S!str", G. 1921, vol. II: 306). On this basis onemight argue that I should emend the
unanimous r88 at line 116, however this would be going beyond the goal of textual recon-
struction. I also do not know the signi%cance of these syllables, and thus cannot make a
strong case for having four 8s in both places.
0Line 96 (Mantra) {´Z&.: ] Note that (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati and Tantras"rasa#graha read
{´Z&.:&H here, but Goudriaan believes vocatives were used at an earlier stage in what he
calls “automatical recitation” (1977: 151).
0Line 96 (Mantra) S8< -.bZ T ] I read with γ, because S8< seems to be the object of the imper-
ative -.bZ, and based on the presence of the anusv"ra in Prb andDa, it is likely that themistake
in β was simply reading a T after S8<. The object is not repeated in the Indian sources, only
the imperative.
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0Line 98 (Mantra) var. c =8 T S8 T S8& T r->.BGc ] Da has rubrication over these syllables.
The purpose is unclear. It seems to be the correct reading.
0Line 97 (Mantra) oz^&E)&8*&8&(Z&H ] β ’s reading is supported here by the Indian sources.
The da%&a in Palm and its o(shoots is conjunctive error.
0Line 97—8 (Mantra) c{Z&H E¢©:c ] γ’s reading is supported by the Indian sources, however
note once again that Goudriaan considers the vocative to be an earlier feature than the
dative in this mantra (1977: 151).
0Line 98 (Mantra) var. cH?)&.[-" ] Dc’s variant is likely due to the scribe beginning to write
a short “i.”
0Line 98 (Mantra) conj. E² T ] The conjecture is based on (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati, and is
highly tentative because of the range of variants for this word: E², EÂ, E^#, {´, and E+. as
found in (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati,γ,Tantras"rasa#graha,D6124, andPrbDa respectively (Goudriaan
1977: 151). The conjuncts of retro-ex ak*aras in themanuscripts are generally di+cult forme
to distinguish. Therefore my reporting of the readings of the Nepalese manuscripts for this
word is tentative pending further experience with the retro-ex conjunct patterns.
0Line 99 (Mantra) =z&-K(&Z&'()-" ] I take the preceding word as a vocative despite the cor-
rect vocative ending being e.
0Line 99 (Mantra) var. 6 -./& Z&4{´c ] γ’s reading shows that someone in the γ line took
the da%&a seriously and decided that -./&was theAi!a-plural object of the genitive{´Z&.:IH
rather than taking it as compounded. They evidently added 6without much thought as to
the gender di(erence with -./&
0Line 100 (Mantra) {´Z&:.IH ] Dbhas three dots arranged horizontally over the %a ak*ara,
presumably to mark the (accidental) reversal of letters.
09.39a$%"&KF ] Σ probably read nominative plural$%"& (Ai!a sandhi), whichwas later correct to
$%"&KF in γ, left as it was inDc, and made into a spurious accusative in Prb andDa. Following
the guidelines ofmy standardization policy, I do not accept this particularAi!apractice into
the edited text.
09.39c var. J&y&U>c ] β ’s reading is likely an overcorrection for J&y&K>c, but I don’t knowwhat
that would be referring to. Still, the choice of reading is tentative.
09.39d r&=Z"F ] Either r&=Z"F or r&Zw"F could work in the context. My hypothesis is that there
wasmetathesis of the former in an intermediary betweenΣ andβ, and itwas then corrected
from r&Z"F to r&Zw"F in β. One could argue that the opposite occurred, but I %nd it phonet-
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ically less likely.
09.42a cvYc ] This word is certainly the lectio di,cilior over c$%"c. It does not occur in the San-
skrit dictionaries. It does occur twoother times in the text: in the %fth chapter (Palm 11v1), and
in the opening of the eighth chapter in γ (Palm 34r3). I would not be surprised if it occurred
elsewhere in the sections of the Kriy"k"lagu%ottara that I have not yet read. In all three cases
the βmanuscripts have a variant. The scribe of β, or an antecedent betweenΣ and β, must
have assumed the word to be nonsense and changed it in each case. What we need in order
to understand what the vY is, are some verses that describe it. In chapter 42 of the (!"na!i-
vagurudevapaddhati–which parallels chapter 8 of our text–we have a type of b that is likely
the same but with variant spelling: vÏÒ (2,42.1,15, pp.298–299). Frederick Smith has trans-
lated a section of the chapter in his recent book (Smith 2006: 510–513), and he has a note on
what he thinks this vÏÒmeans. Following the suggestion of RobertZydenbos, he concludes
that it comes from the Kannada word “he&&a” meaning “...a fool” (p. 568, note 153). He then
concludes that “the description could be that of spasticity or another kind of muscular or
motor disorder, or, just as likely, severe mental retardation” (ibid.). I prefer to take the tradi-
tion at face value and consider it to be a class ofmalicious beings. SomadevaVasudeva has
suggested that the vY is a parallel to the Greek hudra, today spelled Hydra. Another possibil-
ity suggested by Alexis Sanderson in a personal communication to Somadeva Vasudeva
is that it is related to Greek udra, meaning snake. In Sanskrit udra is a vague term referring
to some kind of aquatic animal. Monier-Williams attests Udrap"raka as the proper name of
a n"ga.
I have come to know that in American slang the word hedra canmean, among other things,
“A revolting creature of the night...” (UrbanDictionary.com). It is a provocative idea that the
slang term could have a proto-Indo-Aryan antecedent, but until further research is done,
we can only speculate.
09.42c var. 4ÁIH&IH ] β ’s reading is possible, but reading . is contextually stronger as the
text is emphasizing that the spokenmantra holds evenmore power.
09.42d y#:&KF ] Palm has a very faint and small dot that might be an anusv"ra, in which case Palm
would also read y#:7KF.
09.439#Y*&>#2&M ] My reading of9#Y*&>#2&M against *&>#2&LHM is supported by Prb andDa’s reading
of )#>M, which re-ects the proper sandhipreceding γ’s reading of a non-voiced initial. In other
words, I suggest that the exemplar Beta read )#>M *&>#2&LHMwhichwas then corrected byDc to
)#>*>#2&LHM.
09.43c&9.44a "C&E2& em.=&­wu> ] In “The .aiva Exegesis of Kashmir,” Sanderson reads
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Palm’s intended “tath" karma#” (2007: 288 fn.181), but I think β ’s "C&E2 is a stronger reading. I
am supported by Sanderson’s citation to A#!umad"gama 13.36cd in the same note, where
we dohave "kar*a in the list. Nowwehave the issue ofwhether to take the readingr­wL<of β
and Palm as part of the list of actions in the previous three lines (in the sense of “breaking the
limbs”), or whether to take it as referring to the upcoming “six limbs”/ny"sa division of the
mantra. The former interpretation makes seven instead of the classical “six acts,” however
it is not uncommon to %nd lists exceeding six. Cf. U&&"mare!varatantra 1.11–12:
“JC*< $%"EZ:< -¦"[H?+*L>< "C& 5
"1"[H< ¦}2:< =&C "#HG*#¯=&^>< "C& 55
&*?¯=&^< )µ*< = 48I"$< = 2¿E*F 5
.Ó}M I"$EZ< =&C .U[EZ:*#B**F 55” (Zadoo 1947: 2)
Still, I have chosen to emend on the basis of Tantrasadbh"va 7.62–66:
atha caiv"-gabhedena j"ti*a+kamanukram"t |
h'day"dikrame%aiva nyastavy" parame!var. || 7-62 ||
sa#j.van.ti h'daya# dvirabhy"sapaderitam |
o#k"r"disam"yukta# nama!c"nta# var"nane || 7-63 ||
/rddhvake!.ti yat prokta$ !ira$ [g: sira$] sv"h"ntalak*a%a$ |
jvalita!ikheti vikhy"t" vau*a&ant" !ikh" sm't" [k, kh, g: -t"$] || 7-64 ||
etc. (Etext by Mark S.G.Dyczkowski veri%ed against ngmppA 44/1 fol.67v1)
The fact that Palm does read, then delete, a >, may suggest that its exemplar did the same. I
propose thatΣ assumed that r­wLwas one of the powers of the mantra, and believing the
text to be corrupt with it in the instrumental, simply changed it to =&­wL<[[>]] =.
0Line 116 (Mantra)"-¦/&­-.+H&KM ] I amawareof the li-gabhedabetween""Fand -./&­-.+H&KM,
but I let it stand as Ai!a syntax. Cf. Törzsök 1999: xlviii (IV.A.1.a); or Goudriaan and
Schoterman 1988: 86 (18a). I do not read β ’s 6 because gender agreement is less signi%-
cant in Ai!a syntax than number agreement.
0Line 116 (Mantra) c-.+H&KM ] I read β ’s c-.+H&K: against Palm’s c+H&KM becauseΣ reads c-.+H&KM at
line 128.
0Line 116 (Mantra) var. Z&.:< ] γ’s reading without the {´c is most likely an omission. Cf.
(!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati (S!str", G. 1921, vol. II: 306).
0Line 116 (Mantra) {M b& ] I think we can be quite con%dent that this is what Σ read as it is
attested by both Palm and Prb. Although Dc reads {M I.&b&, we can consider this a redaction
because Prb attests to β reading{M b&. Nowwhether the originalmantrawas supposed to be
b& or I.&b& here is another matter. I %nd I.&b& slightly more convincing because in the rest of
the list I.&b& is the%nalword of themantra before the a-ga is named. Still, I amnot con%dent
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to the degree that I would emend againstΣ followingDc.
09.45ab omission ] γ does not have 9.45ab and the line of mantras preceding it. On the one
hand, I do not knowwhat the function of this last line of mantras is because it does not list
a body part to which the mantra is assigned like the previous mantras. This makes it seem
like an interpolation, perhaps β wanted to include this section of theM/lamantra. On the
other hand, there is more to theM/lamantra that is not included in β or γ. And if we also
excise 9.45ab as interpolation, what would theMah"mudr" be referring to? I think it is more
likely that γ’s omission is the result of an eyeskip of one line, in this case 49 ak*aras.
09.45a em. OB&>< ] I emend for better sense and with the support of the testimonia listed in
the apparatus.
09.45c 2h?i ] Da either reads 2? or has a horizontal line over 27. Usually a horizontal line
over a character or over a blank space in the manuscript indicates that the exemplar was
nearly or completely illegible. Prb is perfectly legible here, and we are otherwise quite sure
that Prb is the exemplar of Da, therefore perhaps we should simply read it as 2?.
09.45d var. K.G-.É-.>&'U>Ê ] The p"da occurs in the next verse, 9.46d, and like 9.45d, it is pre-
ceded by *b&*#Y7. γ or amanuscript betweenΣ and γmost likely con-ated the two readings
andmade 2& accusative for agreement.
0Line 127 (Mantra) em. E² T ] I emend as before following (!"na!ivagurudevapaddhati (S!str",
G. 1921, vol. II: 306). See note to line number 98.
0Line 127—8 (Mantra) em. =z&-K(&Z&'()-"-XY? &)H-" ] I emend on the basis of the M/la-
mantra given above and its agreement with the other sources such as (!"na!ivagurudevapad-
dhati. As all of themanuscripts disagree about this part, we can conclude that the corruption
goes back toΣ.
0Line 128 (Mantra) » » ] is said to be a code word for I.&b&, both of which occur frequently
in the Kriy"k"lagu%ottara. (Padoux 2000 Vol. II, p.291)
09.48c )%kH ] What appears to have happened here is that Σ read )%kH with a da%&a for some
reason, and γ faithfully transmitted the da%&a, while β took it as a long "marker.
09.50c À-L>& ] This is the less common of the two Ai!a instrumentals. Both are attested in
.aiva literature. Goudriaan& Schoterman have h'di as a nominative singular (1988: 73).
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The Principal Mantra of Kha!gar"vana
K"rttikeya said:
O Bull-bannered !iva, graciously reveal to me the mantras and vidy!s which are sovereign
over ghosts,1 their classi"cation, forms,2 and the origin of each of their names,3 as well as
their function and veneration according to rank. !! 1 !!
#$vara said:
There are various mantras my child ("#$): high, low, and middle. In brief, listen to their
function, mode of action, propitiation, and threefold origination4 in due order. !! 2 !!
The highest arose from !iva and !akti with [their] mantra manuals.5 The middling, known
as rudras, arose in my body. !! 3 !!
There are hundreds of millions of mantras and innumerable vidy!s.6 They all arose as the
blazing energy of !iva and their power is infallible. !! 4 !!
And the innumerable phonemes (%&'() are also known as mantras. Each one arose in my
body respectively corresponding to their speci"c functions. !! 5 !!
The middle are said to be good for all ritual acts, O #a$mukha, and the low for matters
concerning the gods. And some7 are gods in their own right because they have form. !! 6 !!
1I take)*+',-.'( as referring to both /01'( and 2"3'(
2I take 4567.8 as a sam!h!radvandva. Normally this type of compound is only for natural pairs, such as
ahinakulam, but it works heremetri causa.
3One might also take 9'/:#.,; as a sam!h!radvandva, i.e. “Their origins and names,” but in light of verse
9.28, I think taking it as a tatpuru"a is best.
4The "rst and second line of the verse give the lak"a#a response K%rttikya asked for, and the 3rd begins the
utpatti section.
5For /012"3' as “mantra manual,” see note to 9.03b.
6Which isn’t to say that there are necessarily more vidy!s than mantras. <=>:?@( essentially means
AB/'6+(.
7C,D<E is probably meant to refer to any of the three classes of mantras, whether embodied or bodiless.
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Every embodied mantra is taught in its own manual.8 Whatever form, rite, and e&cacy of
[the mantra] is taught [in those various manuals], !! 7 !!
will certainly be given in just that fashion here.9 I will tell you their full explanations, lis-
ten !ikhiv%hana. !! 8 !!
Longago there existedabeingofgreatpower, akingof theD%nava lordsknownas “Kala'ena,”
his valor in battle most eminent. !! 9 !!
Hari and Brahma had come out from the Brahm%$(a10 when he was born, and then a drop
of sweat fell from Brahma, remaining in the stage of an embryo.11 !! 10 !!
Therein arose a red-eyed D%nava of terri"c strength. He blazed with a boundless energy
and was invulnerable to Devas and D%navas. !! 11 !!
And indeed, in the course of time, he grew to be an enemy of the gods. Then the Devas,
along with the Gandharvas, )*is, D%navas, and R%k*asas !! 12 !!
were terri"ed by that mighty being. The Suras and Asuras, Brahma and the rest, came to
my presence and thus informedme: !! 13 !!
“Kala'ena–ruler of the D%navas and dreadful to behold–is invulnerable to all beings and
possesses great strength and prowess. !! 14 !!
He cannot be tolerated by the Devas, Daityas, nor the)*is of mighty penance. It is not even
8I take 2$F'0+ here in the general sense of teaching, perhaps equivalent to the /012"3' in verse 9.03. Ac-
cording to Somadeva Vasudeva, this usage of the word re+ects the early date of the text. Later 2$F'0+ came
to refer speci"cally to the !aiva Siddh%nta school.
99.07cd–9.08ab is very di&cult to understand, but I think he is simply saying that he will teach precisely
the same (+'<G=8) form, function, etc. here as was laid down in the individual mantra manuals (H"2$F'0IJK).
10This verse is problematic and can be taken several ways. One problem here is that Brahm%$(a usually is
a kenning for the universe, so what would it mean for Hari and Brahma to come out of it? We also don’t have
aD, and we have a plural variant in 29LM+'(, among other issues.
11I take the compound kalalamadhyastha$ adverbially.
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possible to disturb himwith Apsarases, Siddhas, or Gandharvas.12 !! 15 !!
O !a,kara, lord of gods, [we are] doomed, therefore devise a strategy!” Having looked at
those frightened gods with their great heads bowed to the ground, !! 16 !!
the saviour of all the gods…–corrupt p!da–13 Then there commenced a great and fearsome
battle between us. !! 17 !!
That "erce battle continued for hundreds of divine years or more. Then having grown furi-
ous, I released an awful roar. !! 18 !!
I lolled my tongue desiring14 to drink his blood. My roar terri"ed the gods and they fell
into a stupor. !! 19 !!
As soon as I saw the cruel demon felled before me15 – Hari and Brahma, with Indra and
the rest of the gods and demons were still stunned– !! 20 !!
I addressed them again saying all around: “Have no fear.” Comforted in this way, all those
eminent lords looked about. !! 21 !!
The mantras were there, their great bodies blazed with energy like the +ames at the end
of time. They took various forms and were adorned with various ornaments. !! 22 !!
12It is not immediately clear tomehowSiddhaswouldbeused todisturbhim. Apsarases could try to seduce
him to divert his evil activities. Gandharvas could distract him with heavenly music. Perhaps we should take
Siddha as an adjective with Gandharvas. Or perhaps Siddhas have some function in the mythology that I am
not yet aware of.
1317b seems to have been con+ated with 18b.
144:)8 has to be taken adverbially here. Onemight make the slight emendation to4:N for clearer syntax if
so inclined.
15In regards to how Kala'ena was killed (.'2++8, literally “felled.”), the text is somewhat ambiguous here. It
could be taken twoways: he was killed by -'vara’s roar, or by his gaze. Following the suggestion of Alexander
von Rospatt, I think the former is what we want. This is, after all, the chapter devoted to Kha(gar%va$a and
his job is to drive out demons. On the other hand the latter–death by gaze–has some precedence in the litera-
ture, particularly by the gaze of !iva’s third eye. But the text remains ambiguous as to what exactly happened
between verse nineteen and twenty.
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They heldmanifoldweapons in their hands and their splendorwas like the rising sun. With
yellow eyes and fearsomemouths, they were devouring this world. !! 23 !!
There were others, thousands of divine women taking any form at will. In their midst were
men of great power, also taking any form at will. !! 24 !!
Seeing them the gods were afraid and began to lament. They along with Brahma asked:
“What is a.icting [us] in this way?!! 25 !!
They have the splendor of blazing lightning and are causing this world to quake.” They ter-
ri"ed the gods, who trembled with anguished faces. !! 26 !!
Once again I addressed them: “May you gods be steady. These are the mantras along with
their vidy!s. They were created frommy own body. !! 27 !!
Origin of the Names
Krodhe'vara was born in my anger; Kha(gar%va$a verily in my roar. The Aghora Mantra
was born in my bellowing, and Jvare'vara in my shaking limbs. !! 28 !!
And in the lolling of my tongue with the h% h% sound, the Great Mantra Devatr%sa arose
like a blaze. !! 29 !!
These "ve Great Mantras arose frommy body and the billions of mantras and vidy!s arose
in the same way as a retinue, a class of obedient servants. !! 30 !!
Brahma said:
The mantras have great and unerring power and they take any form at will. All equal your
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potency and have a "ery splendor equal to yours. They protect the world O god, by your
command O !a,kara. !! 31 !!
Then I commanded thosemantras in the formof rudras. They protect the entireworld, "xed
in their appointed task. !! 32 !!
Theydidnotoverstep their establishedboundaries, employed in theirownworks. Restrained
bymy command, they did no other works. Then all the gods rejoiced and returned to their
own abodes. !! 33 !!
K"rttikeya said:
If thesemantras you have spoken of possess great energy and prowess, speak of the respec-
tive duties well-enjoined upon them O Spear-Armed god, and the precise nature of their
successful propitiation. !! 34 !!
#$vara said:
Listen#a$mukha, these are truthfully the respective functionsof eachof them. Thesemantras
are my V/$%s and can naturally take any form at will. !! 35 !!
The mantra whose form was said to be recited according to its form has a form that is to
be known in all the tantras O #a$mukha.16 !! 36 !!
Now I will tell you the mantra, secret and supreme, [for the control] of Bh0tas. Hearing
it, the Pretas, R%k*asas, and Guhyakas become in+amed and do not overstep their bounds,
even for hundreds of yojanas.17 !! 37 !!
16The meaning is unclear to me. Note the similar structure of 9.7cd-8ab
17I take this to mean that the adept who has mastered the mantra would have a sort of enormous “force-
"eld” around himwhich the spirits cannot penetrate.
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Theybecomehis servants and they fall at his feet. By thepowerof thatmantra, theGuhyakas
release the j%va.18 !! 38 !!
Mantra
o!Homage to The Lord of Beasts! Homage to the Sovereign of Ghosts! Homage to Rudra!
alalalalala Kha(gar%va$a! Take their strength, take! Attack! Attack! Dance Dance!
Shake! Shake! Drive them out! Drive them out! [Homage] to the one whose body is
smeared with charnel ash! To the one wearing a garland of skulls and bells! To the one
clad in a tiger’s skin! To the moon-crested one! To the one with a black snake as his sacri"-
cial thread! Make them tremble, Make them tremble! Hurt them, Hurt them! Shake Shake!
[Homage] to that steadfast skull-bearer! Strike! Strike! Scare the Ghosts! Scare the Ghosts!
Be Severe within the Ma$(ala,19 Be Severe! Enter the contract with Rudra’s goad! Invoke!
Invoke!20 O Lord bearing the Fierce Sword,21 Rudra commands it.22 This is the principal
mantra of Kha(gar%va$a, the king of vidy!s. It is good for accomplishing all works. “o!
bh"tapati sv#h#” This is the heart of Kha(gar%va$a, it must be recited constantly to pro-
duce the e1ect.
If it is recited one hundred thousand times, the Bh0tas come under his control. One should
[also] practice breath control by [chanting] the Pra#ava. !! 39 !!
After that, reverence must be paid with [the principal mantra]. Any Bh&tamantra or vidy!
of infallible power !! 40 !!
is mastered by one who is a master himself. Yak*as, Jvaragrahas, N%gas, Pi'%cas, Brah-
mar%k*asas, !! 41 !!
18Releasing the j%va could refer to releasing their own lives (i.e. they die) or to releasing thepersonpossessed.
19I think this is intended to remind Kha(gar%va$a to remain within the ma$(ala, his sphere of action, so
that his wrath does not over+ow onto the world of the living.
20I think some parts of the mantra are meant to coach the patient’s behavior and frame of mind. By saying
A"'OP, the healer may be encouraging the patient to accept Kha(gar%va$a into himself in order to drive out
the demon. "QL also seems to be directed as a command to the patient.
21I takeDRS'2$-'T',-.2+ as a vocative despite the correct ending being “e.”
22My translation of U'.P2+ followsGoudriaan 1977: 151.
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2%kin/s, Hedras, andVet%laswill be drivenout evenwithout chanting. Nowhear the virtues
of this mantra when it is chanted, #a$mukha. !! 42 !!
Even the Devas come under control, let alone lowly humans. Driving away, attraction, en-
mity, paralysis, death, !! 43 !!
or staking; bymeans of the [mantra’s] division into limbs, [onewould be able to] do [these]
by thought alone. One must constantly recite the principal mantra along with chanting,
oblations, and adulation. !! 44 !!
The Division of the Limbs of the Principal Mantra
“o! ha$ sv#h#” is the head. “o! ya$ sv#h#” is the crown. “o! j"! sa$ sv#h#” is the
armor. “o! %&vara pha'” is the eye. “o!” is the weapon. This is the magical consecra-
tion of the body. o! alala kha(gar#va)a! Take! Take! Attack! Attack! Dance! Dance!
“kha$h#” is theheart. “o! pa&upatayenama$” is thehead. “o!namobh"t#dhipataye
sv#h#” is the crown. “o! namo rudr#ya sv#h#” is the eye. “o! namo m#l#dhar#ya
bhasm#rcita&ar%r#yakha(gagha)'#kap#lam#l#dhar#yao!nama$ sv#h#” is the
armor. “o! namo vy#ghracarmaparidh#na&a&#*k#*kita&ekharak+,)asarpaya-
jñopav%tine h"! pha'” is the weapon. o! Make them tremble! Make them tremble!
Shake! Shake! [Homage] to that steadfast skull-bearer! Strike! Strike! Scare the Ghosts!
Scare the Ghosts! Homage! Hail!
The Great Gesture
Onemust stretch out the right hand and threaten with the thumb. This is the great gesture
(/K&') employed when worshipping Kha(gar%va$a, !! 45 !!
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In killing and restraining, as well as rites of possession, one should employ this great ges-
ture, destructive to all obstacles. !! 46 !!
Consecrating All of Kha!gar"va%a’s Limbs
o! hr%! Be Severe within the Ma$(ala, Be Severe! Enter the Contract! Enter the Contract!
Enter the contract with [Rudra’s] goad! Enter! Possess! Possess! Bring Near! Bring near! O
Lord bearing the Fierce Sword, Rudra commands it. o! Homage! Hail! The Consecration
of All the Limbs of Kha(gar%va$a.
Having "rst completed his own consecration (0P'$) by the prescribed method, the quali"ed
practitioner must then perform a full sacri"ce, or else a simple rite and oblation. !! 47 !!
Honoring the heart in the direction of Agni (southeast), [one does so to] the head in the
directionof -'vara (northeast). Honoring the crownof thehead inNair3ti’s direction (south-
west), the wise man [does so to] the armor in V%yu’s direction (northwest). !! 48 !!
One must pay homage to the weapon in each of the cardinal directions, and to Kha(gar%-
va$a, the Lord of mantras, [in the center] on the pericarp of a lotus. !! 49 !!
Give perfume powders, +owers, incense, delicacies, and especially meat o1erings (V,4).23
One should faithfully devote24 all rites to the Lord of Ghosts. !! 50 !!
Thus ends the 9th Chapter in the Kriy"k"lagu%ottara, the Execution of Kha!gar"va%a’s
Principal Mantra.
23V,4may have a more general meaning of “o1ering,” but it is hard to construe in this sense with the W"
when we have a list of more speci"c o1erings preceding. In Nepal, giving meat o1erings to ghosts and some
divinities is a common practice.
24>'TX+E, literally “carry out, have done, do.”
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